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INTRODUCTION. 

This bulletin contains a study of the yields of spring wheat 
obtained under various methods of seed-bed preparation at 14 sta- 
tions in the Great Plains region. The area considered in these 

1 All of the members of the scientific staff of the Office of Dry-land Agriculture have contributed 

more or less to this paper by having charge of field investigations and by assisting in the preparation of 

data for records or for publication. The scientific staff as at present constituted consists of the following 

members, named in the order of length of service: W. W. Burr, Denver, Colo.; E. F. Chilcott, Wood- 

_ ward, Okla.; O. J. Grace, Akron, Colo.; J. S. Cole, Denver, Colo.; J. M. Stephens, Moccasin, Mont.; 

_ A.L. Hallsted, Hays, Kans.; O. R. Mathews, Belle Fourche, 8. Dak.; J. C. Thysell, Dickinson, N. Dak.; 

_ M. Pfaender, Mandan, N.Dak.; H. C. McKinstry, Hettinger, N. Dak.; W. M. Osborn, North Platte, Nebr.; 
_ W.D. Griggs, Dalhart, Tex.; C. A. Burmeister, Amarillo, Tex.; J. E. Mundell, Big Spring, Tex.; F. L. 

3 Kelso, Ardmore, S. Dak.; W. A. Peterson, Mandan, N. Dak.; J. T. Sarvis, Ardmore, S. Dak.; G. W. Mor- 

i gan, Huntley, Mont.; J. H. Jacobson, Mitchell, Nebr.; H. G. Smith, Tucumcari, N. Mex.; L. N. Jensen, 

_ Woodward, Okla.; J. G. Lill, Garden City, Kans.; R. S. Towle, Edgeley, N. Dak.; A. J. Ogaard, Willis- 

ton, N. Dak.; C. B. Brown, Dalhart, Tex.; L. D. Willey, Archer, Wyo.; J. B. Kuska, Colby, Kans.; and 

_ A. E. Seamans, Akron, Colo. 

The following-named men have held positions on the scientific staff of the Office of Dry-land Agriculture 

during the past nine years, but have resigned or have been transferred to other offices of the Department 

of Agriculture: Sylvester Balz, F. L. Kennard, J. E. Payne, L. E. Hazen, C. A. Jensen, H. R. Reed, W.O. 

Whitcomb, C. H. Plath, F. Knorr, and R. W. Edwards. 

The data here reported from the stations in Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Montana have been 
_ obtained in cooperation with the agricultural experiment stations of the respective States. In South 

Dakota, Colorado, Texas, Oklahoma, and New Mexico the stations are operated by the United States 

_ Department of Agriculture. 
Field, office, and laboratory facilities, teams, and implements have been provided by the Office of West- 

_ ern Irrigation Agriculture, at Huntley, Mont., Belle Fourche, S. Dak., and Mitchell, Nebr., and by the 

_ Office of Cereal Investigations at Amarillo, Tex., and Archer, Wyo. The Biophysical Laboratory has 

_ cooperated in obtaining the meteorological data reported. 

2s Ps ie 

Note.—This bulletin is intended for all who are interested in the agricultural possibilities of the Great 
Plains area. 
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investigations consists of about 400,000 square miles of territory 
(fig. 1). It is bounded on the east by the ninety-eighth meridian 
of longitude, on the west by the foothills of the Rocky Mountains 
(indicated by the 5,000-foot contour), on the north by the Canadian 
boundary, and on the south by the thirty-second parallel. The 
area covers parts of 10 States, and includes all of the stations herein 

considered except the 
one at Archer, Wyo. 

The study as here 
presented deals only 
with spring wheat and 
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Fig. 1.—Sketch map of the Great Plains area, which includes parts of ported from 14 sta- 

ten States and consists of about 400,000 square miles of territory. F 

Its western boundary is indicated by the 5,000-foot contour. The tlONS Covers an ag- 
location of each field station within the area is shown by a dot gregate of 73 station 

within a circle (©). ; 
years and embodies 

the data from a total of 1,683 plat years. By station year is meant 
one year at one station; by plat year is meant one plat at one sta- 
tion for one year. It is manifestly impossible in dealing with such a 

production of wheat | 
under each of the | 
methods studied and | 
the resulting profit or — 

given a study of the © 

mass of data to go into much detail; only some of the broader 
phases of the evidence are here considered. 
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Dealing as it does with only one crop, to which certain sections of 
the Plains are obviously not adapted, this report does not afford a 
measure of judging the agricultural value or possibilities for other 
crops of any section of the country. 

In 1906 the Office of Dry-land Agriculture of the United States 
Department of Agriculture began field investigations of the problems 
in methods of crop pedicels in the Great Plains: The work begun 
at that time has been constantly and steadily added to, until in 1914 
work was conducted at 20 stations. The results here presented are 
from 14 stations, records covering only one or two years having been 
excluded. 

The method of work adopted was that of raising the standard crops 
of each section both in rotation and by different methods of prepara- 
tion under systems of continuous cropping. Inno case have rotations~ 
requiring more than 6 years been used. Those of even this length 
have been tried only when sod of tame grass crops are included. More 
of the work has been done with 3-year and 4-year rotations. 

Figure 2 2 shows a diagram of the plats in the experimental field laid 
out in 1908 at the Judith Basin Field Station. This station, being 
a representative one, will serve to illustrate the general scheme and 
plan of work. The plats here, as in all the work, are one-tenth acre in 
size. Their dimensions are 2 by 8 rods. Meng their larger dimen- 
sion the plats are separated by bare alleys 4 feet in width. Along the 
ends of the plats they are separated by roads 20 feet wide. At this 

___ station six crops are represented in a series of continuously cropped 
plats lettered from A to F or G. In this group, plats C and D are 

_ alternately cropped and summer tilled, so that each year a crop is 
_ grown on land that was summer tilled the previous year and a plat is 

summer tilled for cropping the next year. 
The remainder of the field is in rotations in which each plat is known 

_ by a rotation number and letter. On the field diagram the separa- 
tion of rotations is indicated by heavy lines. 

The movement of the crops in the rotation is in the direction from 
Z to A and from A back to the letter that marks the other end of ne 
rotation. 

In figure 2 the diagram is filled out to show the cropping in 1914, 
The ions following the crop indicate the treatment given the ground 
in preparation for it, S. P. standing for spring plowed, F. P. for fall 
plowed, Fal., or S. F., for summer tilled, G. M. for green manured, and 
D.C. for disked corn land. The addition of the letter M indicates the 
use of manure. To illustrate: In 1914 plat A of the 4- ~year rotation 
No. 14 was in corn on spring- -plowed land, plat B was in wheat on 
disked corn ground, and plat C was in winter rye on fall-plowed land. 
This would be plowed under for green manure. Plat D was in oats 
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where winter rye had been turned under the year before. In 1915 
A will be in wheat, B in winter rye, C in oats, and D in corn. 

In the present stage of development of the work, the effect of the 
immediately preceding crop and of the method of handling its stubble 
in preparing the seed bed greatly overshadows the effects of the rota- 
tions considered as units. Some of the rotations are calculated to 

conserve or to accumulate fertility and organic matter in the Soil, while: 
others may perhaps deplete it, but on the naturally fertile soils of the 
Plains such results are not strongly evidenced in the first years of 
treatment. The controllable factors that exert the greatest influence 
on production are water supply, physical condition of the seed bed, 
and a recognized if not understood effect of the immediately preceding 
crop. ‘The crop of a single year brings the land back so near to uni- 
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Fic. 2.—Diagram of the dry-land rotation field at the Judith Basin Field Station. Thelettering shows the 

cropping practiced in 1914. The explanation of abbreviations used is as follows: D. C. = disked (corn 

land), Fal., or S.F.=summer tilled, F. P.=fall plowed, G. M.—green manured, M.~manured, S. P.= 
spring plowed. 

WHLZAT, 
¢ S.P 

formity in these factors that their probable residual effect is not great 
enough in the work in hand to introduce serious error into a study as 
here made. 

It seems advisable at the present time to prepare a series of bulletins 
discussing in each the results secured with one crop, as determined. by 
the treatment of the land in only the one year preceding its growth. 

CLIMATIC CONDITIONS. 

The annual precipitation at the various stations varies from about 
15 to 21 inches. The average increases from north to south and from 
west to east. An increase in the average daily evaporation from north 
to south prevails. The rainfall is fluctuating in character. Years of 
heavy rainfall may follow years when it is deficient, and vice versa. 
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Or a succession of years may be either comparatively wet or com- 
paratively dry. 

The seasons of light rainfall are usually accompanied by other un- 
favorable conditions, such as higher wind velocity, higher tempera- 
ture, and lower humidity. The distribution of the rainfall is also very 
important in its influence on crop production. A crop may be pro- 
duced on a relatively small seasonal rainfall if it is well distributed. 
On the other hand, a season of higher rainfall, because of unfavorable 

distribution, may result in crop failure. 
Space in this bulletin will not permit the presentation of a com- 

plete record of the climatic conditions at the various stations during 
the time the work here reported was being done. It is, however, 
available in publications of the United States Weather Bureau. 
Table I gives the lowest, highest, and average annual and seasonal 
precipitation for the time covered by the work. The seasonal evap- 
oration is also shown. By seasonal is meant the precipitation or 
evaporation for the period between the average time of seeding and 
the average time of harvesting. No attempt is made to show other 
climatic factors, all of which are important. 

TABLE I.—Annual and seasonal precipitation and seasonal evaporation at fourteen 
stations in the Great Plains area.’ 

Precipitation’ (inches). 

Seasonal evaporation 3 

Alti Annual 8 ] re i i- nnual. easonal. 
Station. tude 2 

(feet) 

Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- | Mini- | Maxi-| Aver- | Mini- | Maxi- | Aver- 
mum.|mum.| age. |mum.|mum.| age. | mum, | mum. | age. 

AGuiT baSIN- =... soll ese ee 4,228 | 14.96 | 23.78 | 18.06 | 6.50 | 10.90 | 8.62 | 19.117 | 26.273 | 21.330 
RAE Yi 2) <n) oe + 3,000 | 11.92 | 11.92 | 11.92 5.00 Toate 6.18 | 19.820 | 20.594 | 20.207 
EMMISTARE LO soe esi 1,875 | 10.28 | 18.99 | 14.84 | 5.62 | 12.00 | 8.31 | 21.104 | 28.269 | 24.705 
MeINSOR 3. Sooo i = 22 2,543 | 11.93 | 21.22 | 16.69 | 5.31 | 16.27 | 10.06 | 18.379 | 27.366 | 22.377 
wai DEL ie phair ee ae .--| 1,468 | 11.94 | 21.95 | 16.71 5.08 | 15.73 9.60 | 17.664 | 25.362 | 20.657 
“5 SiR eS ae rr 2,253 | 12.72 | 15.68 | 14.20 | 8.82 | 12.89 | 10.69 | 20.111 | 24.248 | 22.430 
one Mourche. -.:..-.--:.-.- 2,950 GxO4 i aio:| Lonel! O22. 15 6.82 | 23.627 | 33.906 | 27.220 
SETLIST i a oe 3,950 | 13.77 | 18.51 | 16.14 5. 56 8. 26 7.11 | 24.698 | 26.647 | 25.718 
Mmrre riatie. 2.0 oc. 2-5-5. 3,000 | 11.18 | 23.01 | 18.05 | 4.38 | 11.25 | 7.77 | 25.954 | 35.255 | 30.253 
[OU a ee 4,600 | 14.51 | 22.46 | 18.28 Seo2 9.52 7.82 | 25.917 | 32.691 | 28.781 
oN. Jae ee 2,050 | 15.59 | 27.80 | 21.30 ORO MLZ AOr 9.55 | 29.390 | 41.317 | 32.628 
Se rdeniCity sou 3) fee 2,900 | 11.82 | 23.58 | 18.54 | 5.01 | 8.16 | 6.85 | 33.315 | 38.926 | 35.332 
_. i. Doo ie Beene aoe 4,000 | 13.69 | 16.35 | 15.11 4.54 | 14.86 8.17 | 33.381 | 41.002 | 38.596 
MAUI) P25 oe eh is 3,676 | 10.69 | 27.80 | 18.28 5.03 | 11.49 7.05 | 32.305 | 40.704 | 36.709 

1 The years covered are the same as for the data shown in the other tables for each station. 
2 The altitude given is for the field where the work was done and is based in most eases on that of the 

nearest town. 
8 The record of annual precipitation for 1914 is not included. The records of seasonal precipitation and 

evaporation for 1914 are included for all stations, the evaporation being figured from Apr. 1 to July 31. 
The seasonal rainfall is the amount from Apr. 1 to July 31 for stations north of and including that at Belle 
Fourche. For stations south of Belle Fourche it is the amount between Mar. 1 and June 30. Evaporation 
measurements are made from a free water surface in a tank sunk into the soil to almost its fulldepth. The 
water surface is kept about level with the surface of the ground. 

GENERAL PLAN OF THE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Durum wheat has been used in these trials. The aim has been to 
use at each station the best standard variety available for general use. 
Changes are made only when necessitated by loss of seed or when 
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varietal tests, breeding, or seed selection makes available for general 
use a better variety. The same seed is used on all plats at any one 
station in any particular year. 

All seeding is done with a drill. Drill rows are spaced from 6 to 8 
inches. As compared with more humid sections, light seeding is 
practiced. The rate varies from 2 to 4 pecks, depending upon the 
location and the consequent average climatic conditions. AtEdgeley, 
N. Dak., where summer rains are more frequent and weeds more 
troublesome, the seeding rate is 6 pecks per acre. - Generally speaking, 
the drier the condition the lighter the seeding. The seeding rate, 
date, and manner of seeding are the same for all plats at the same 
station in any one year. 

For comparative study of the effect of environment and for securing 
data on production certain of the work is made uniform at all stations. 
This results in the attempted growth of spring wheat and other crops 
i sections to which they are not adapted and in their growth at 
certain stations by methods not adapted to the conditions obtaming 
there. Such work, however, is limited, the most intensive studies at 

each station bemg undertaken on the crops which are of greatest 
promise in that locality. 

In the present study a table is presented for each station. The 
first part of such table shows the yields that have been obtained in 
each year by each of the different methods under which wheat has 
been grown, considering only the treatment during the one year imme- 
diately preceding the crop. The reasons for not differentiating the 
study further have already been stated. 

Where more than one plat has been grown under the same treatment 
for the previous year, only the average yield of the whole number 
of plats so grown is given. Column 2 of the table shows the number 
of plats so averaged. In the presentation of yields, the column 
headed ‘‘Treatment and previous crop” indicates the method of 
preparation, whether fall plowed, spring plowed, listed, subsoiled, 
disked, green manured, or summer tilled. Some of these are again 
subdivided to show the previous crop. To illustrate: The table for 
Judith Basin (Table V) shows that there were five plats of whea, 
each year grown on fall-plowed land. On two of these the wheat 
followed corn, on two it followed oats, and on one it followed wheat, 
The average yield on fall plowing as given is the average of the five 
plats, not the average of the given averages. To obtain these aver- 
ages it is necessary to use the figures as many times as there were 
plats averaged in obtaining them. The succeeding columns need 
no explanation, as they are the yields for each year as indicated and 
the average of each method for the whole period of years. In the 
last column, where the average appears under the heading “‘ Average,”’ 
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the calculation is from the left. For a rough comparison of seasons, 
the bottom line of the first half of the table gives an average of all 
plats for each year, the average of the yearly average yields appear- 
ing in the last column to the right. ; 

Throughout the tables, where wheat is shown as following corn 
on either fall or spring plowing, it is in a 3-year rotation in which 
the other crop is oats. Where wheat is shown as following oats 
on fall or spring plowing, it is in a 3-year rotation where in the third 
year the land is either cropped to corn or is summer tilled. Where 
wheat follows wheat under any treatment it is in a system of con- 
tinuous cropping to wheat by the method indicated. 

The methods of operation have been similar at all stations. Fall 
plowing is done early, except after crops like corn that are not 
removed from the ground early. It is done to a good depth, the 
standard being set at 8 inches. Ground may be either worked down 
or left rough over winter. Spring-plowed land may be disked in the 
fall or may be undisturbed until sprmg, when plowing is done just 
before seeding. Plowing is done to a good depth, usually at about 
8 inches. This applies to all wheat plats except one plat at each 
station on which wheat follows wheat. The stubble of this plat is 
undisturbed until spring, when it is plowed shallow (at about 4 
inches) and is then given a minimum of cultivation, which usually 
consists of one or two harrowings. In those cases where an addi- 
tional plat appears under spring plowing after wheat, it is plowed 
deep instead of shallow. 

Under the subhead “Listed” there is shown at some stations the 
yield from one plat continuously cropped to wheat. Instead of 
plowing this plat, it is furrowed out with a lister at the time of fall 
plowing. It is cultivated down level by seeding time. 

Under the subhead ‘“‘Subsoiled” there is shown at the stations 
where it has been tried the results from a plat continuously cropped 
to wheat. At the time of plowing, a subsoil plow is run in the bot- 
tom of the furrow, usually loosening the soil to a total depth of about 
14 inches. The variation from this depth is hardly more than 2 
inches either way. In general, subsoiling has been done two years 
in succession and then omitted for two years. 

. Under the subhead ‘‘Disked” is given the average of a consider- 
able number of plats of wheat following corn. These occur in alter- 
nate cropping to wheat and corn, in 3-year rotations in which the 
other crop is oats, and in 4-year rotations in which the other crops 
are summer tillage and oats or barley. In sod rotations, wheat on 
disked corn ground is the third crop after breaking the sod. At 
some stations are shown additional plats on disked ground following 
potatoes and following sorghum. These are in 4-year rotations. 

- 85751°—Bnll. 214—15——2 
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Under the subhead “‘Green manured”’ are given the yields of wheat 
following the plowing under of rye, peas, or sweet clover, as speci- 
fied. This treatment is in 4-year rotations in which one of the other 
crops is corn and the other is one of small grain. 

At each station several plats of spring wheat are grown on sum- 
mer-tilled land. One of these is from land alternately summer 
tilled and cropped to wheat; one is from a 3-year rotation of summer 
tillage, wheat, and oats; and others are from 4-year rotations in 
which the other crops are corn or potatoes and oats or barley. 

The method of summer tillage practiced has been of the intensive 
type. The ground is fall plowed and clean cultivation is continued 
through the next year and until the wheat is seeded in the second 
spring. In some cases it is necessary in order to destroy weeds to 
replow during the summer when the land is fallow. At other sta- 
tions summer-tilled plats are plowed but once. Experiments not 
here reported are under way to ascertain the best method of fallowing. 
Indications are that equally good results can be obtained with a less 
intensive method than has been practiced in the investigations here 
reported. 

The yields given in these tables begin with the second year of crop 
production at each station. All crops are produced the first year on 
land uniform in its treatment. In some cases an entire crop has 
been lost by hail. These years are not considered in computing 
averages, as the crops resulting from all methods alike were destroyed. 
By the use of the basic data which follows in Tables II, III, and 

IV there has been compiled a second part embodying a summarized 
statement of the table of yields for each station. In this summary 
are brought together in different form the yields in the first part of 
such table. The value of the average yields thus obtained is shown 
together with the cost of production (as computed from the avail- 
able data). In the last line of the table is given the average profit 
or loss resulting from the production of wheat by the method shown 
at the head of the column. Loss is indicated by the minus sign. 

COMPARISON OF CULTURAL METHODS ON THE BASIS OF COST. 

In order to make a comparison of the relative profits or losses of 
the several cultural methods, as shown in the second part of the 
table for each station, it was necessary to establish the average cost 
of production under each of these methods. The methods under 
study vary a great deal in the labor involved and in the consequent 
cost of preparation. Table IV has therefore been compiled in order 
to show the average cost of the methods under study as determined 
from the data of eight of the stations having the most trustworthy 
records. An average of the records for 54 years at each station has 
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been used in compiling this table. This is equivalent to a record of 
44 years at one station. An accurate record has been kept of all the 
farm operations performed under the various methods under trial. 
These have been averaged for the eight stations. The amount of 
work required for some methods of treatment varies with the season 
and with the soil, and the expense of some operations varies with 
the soil. The amount of labor performed under each of the methods 
was neither more nor less than that which the man in charge believed 
to be necessary to bring about the results sought. 

In computing the cost of the various operations a fixed wage of 
$2 per day for a man and $1 a day for a horse was adopted. This 
may be above or below the actual labor cost in any particular locality, 
but it is believed to be a fair average and one that will afford a profit- 
able market to the farmer for his labor. The time required for men 
and teams to cover a given acreage in each of the several farm opera- 
tions obviously varies with soils and other conditions. The average 
shown in Table II has been determined from the actual experience 
of a large number of men connected with these investigations, which 
experience has extended over a wide range of conditions and many 
years of time. ; 

The factors included in the cost of production are calculated on 
an acre basis for each of the separate operations performed, beginning 
with the preparation of the land and ending with the harvesting and 
shocking of the grain. To these items are added the cost of seed-at 
85 cents per acre, interest and taxes on the land investment, calculated 
at 8 per cent on a valuation of $20 per acre, and the deterioration 
and repairs of the binder at 15 cents per acre. No allowance is 
made for deterioration of other farm equipment, as it is believed 
that the wages allowed for men and ‘teams are sufficient to cover 
this item for the remainder of the equipment. ‘The above-mentioned 
items are fixed charges per acre; that is, they do not vary greatly 
with the yield per acre, except the item of twine, but this variation 
is not sufficient to materially affect the relative total cost of produc- 
tion under the several methods. 

Table II shows the cost per acre based upon what is considered 
an average day’s work for each of the farm operations involved at 
the above-mentioned wage. As before stated, the type of soil and 
seasonal conditions will determine to a certain extent the labor 
required and the consequent cost per acre. The-cost of production 
as computed in Tables II and IV is not offered as being absolute 
for any locality, either in the amount of labor required or its cost, 
but is given as a working basis for the comparison of the results by 
different methods of preparation. 
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TABLE II.—Average cost per acre} of the farm operations involved in growing spring 
wheat in the Great Plains area. 

[The wage scale assumed is $2 per day for each man and $1 per day for each horse.] 

Force employed. 

Day’s Item | Cost per 
Operation. work. cost. acre, 

Men. Horses. 

: | Acres 
sa) Foca 1 [aan A a ae Ia es 2 2k Se Pe, © 1 4 SF [Leoaseeees $1.71 
BASRA PE see ees seth ace eee ies eee 1 4 | Mem eoer ae ard 
Harrow fences ec a nas ence seee Le ae 1| 4 5 ae Bese Sits 
SEESOU Iie eee eee ro 8 ee ee en eee 1 | 3 Shy) hoe ee 1. 43 
BRT TE Ree oh Ot ie a EE LN he ee ee 1] 4 15 oe . 40 
SOLE Set os ens ee ee oe ak 2 ee ite 4 16.) |242 =o ee .38 
STAN ieee eee a tetany ane TS 1 4 | 10° 4\32...25s8e" . 60 
Harvesting: | 

Guttimpand*bindings:2h. five. ars. 5 7222 Se STs! 1 4] 15 | $0. 40 | 
Sitgckin mee tpn ese se oe bie ee DS lok ok oe ale eae eee | Hey 93 
STeWiaHlese) ss eee ees eee NS re See ee Se eae [Eee LS Crore eae 25 | : 
ITI OrRWeAN ANG CeOpalr co et hon eee ee he eee eee ne 15 | 

| 

1 The cost of thrashing is not included in the cost per acre, but it is estimated at 10 cents per bushel and 
deducted from the price of 80 cents in the granary, thus giving a value of 70 cents per bushel in the shock. 

The costs of hauling, stacking, and thrashing are not included in 
the per-acre cost of production because they can be calculated more 
accurately on the basis of cost per bushel, as hereafter explained. 

The average farm price of wheat used in these computations is 
based on the data given in Table III, furnished by the Bureau of 
Crop Estimates. The four States of Kansas, Nebraska, North Da- 

kota, and South Dakota were selected because their extensive wheat 

production has given them established market prices, which are not 
ereatly influenced by local conditions. 

TABLE II].—Average price of spring wheat at the farm granary for 10 years in four States 
of the Great Plains area. 

[The quotations are given in cents per bushel. Those for the year 1914 are for the date of Nov. 1; in other 
years Dee. 1 is taken as the date.] 

l Nl 
| North | South | Ne- Brie ee lecy ear: | orth South || Ne |Kansas ' Aver- 

Year. (Dakota.|/Dakota.| braska. Dakota. Dakota.) braska. ‘| age. 
| 

1905....- 69 67 66 71 | (G1 ee 89 91 87 91 893 
1906.....| 63 61 57 58 592 || 1912..... 69 69 69 74 7 
107 | 87 89 7 82 g4i || 1913.....| 73 71 71 79 734 
1908.....| 92 92 84 88 gg || 1914... 97 90 92 94 94} 
1909.....| 92 90 89 96 913 | 
1910..... | 90 89 80 84 853 | Average. 82 81 77 82 804 

Table III shows that the average farm price of wheat on December 
1 for the past 10 years has been, in round numbers, 80 cents per 
bushel. It costs about 10 cents per bushel to take the grain from 
the shock, thrash it, and put it in the granary on the farm. This 
cost per bushel does not vary greatly with the yield and is therefore’ 
a fixed price per bushel instead of a fixed price per acre, as is the case 
with the other costs of production. It is therefore obvious that the 
relative profits of producing wheat under the different methods can 
best be determined by finding the difference between the fixed cost 
per acre and the value per acre of the grain at the point where the 
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fixed cost per acre ends, which, as before stated, is when the 
grain is in the shock. Knowing that the average farm value of wheat 
in the granary is 80 cents per bushel, and that it costs 10 cents per 
bushel to take it from the shock, thrash it, and put it in the granary, 
it is obvious that it would be worth 70 cents per bushel in the shock. 
This valuation of 70 cents per bushel has therefore been used as a 
basis for calculating the relative crop values, costs, and profits per 
acre of these various methods. 
In conformity with the foregoing explanation, Table IV gives in 
detail the cost of producing wheat in the shock, expressed in dollars 
and cents, and in bushels per acre at 70 cents per bushel in the shock. 

TaBLE IV.—Cost per acre of producing wheat in the shock in the Great Plains area, 
showing averages of data from eight stations. 

Total cost of Number of operations. Cost per acre. | x4 | production. 
AS) 5) 
ca 4 
ty 8 oe 

Method of : 5 : oa Be 
preparation. a = 2 a | a Ba. 

eb | : A : . a, : 3 re s Issa 
See ese cialis) rages! | |e oat agen poe iia 
ES z ie PAS ae tn) I Gia] Hee ssi || eke P 5 Ne 8 bea Reet St De Neue = g age eT a 3 Ro 
Soe El aie epi a eye (oon | aed Se) ee 

Disked corn land...|....-. pee lier DSi a eee ata) OR tes ae $0.97 |$0.85 |$0. 40 |$0.93 |$1.60 | $4.75 6.8 
MISHOG 08 ee a lees ae On eelaZialee oS iL | cee DieGe Weeo)| 64001 293) eln GON eonoo 7.9 
Spring plowed.....- 1 1.3 Pea Gane be Ses Wes oe 2.31} .85| .40] .93|1.60] 6.09 8.7 
Fall plowed...-..... il 2.3 SO ueis Seis laewns oatce Ql Suha ge Son!) 6 40" 9d) )} Wes00) |! (6:06 9.4 
Sinlohtoy! 75 ae eee 1 bs 7 S48) dihen OS Hied Meee ale i Si BAGO Sou kOe Gay |) Le OOR erdenki dan hak Ose, 
Summer tilled...... Th Gye |e ee es eee ae epee A 62125) > F850 2 240) 93) 138520) | aS 50n |) at634 

Green manured: 
Wath rye to. : <. 2 Geode | ee suitor ce aloes = 1 endo 85 40) 2 935|63520) | 13 500 18.7 
With peas ?..... 2 aig tee anda eee aN ote sisha 1 |10. 73 85 40] .93 | 3.20 | 16.11 23.0 

Average cost of green 
CPPS TEA TEC 2 Ra | a er eee see (eae [eR Ll ec [a Lia (eaeshed Lie et Ae 14.61 | 20.8 

1 The cost of rye for seeding one acre is estimated at $1. 
2 The cost of peas for seeding one acre is estimated at $4. 

RESULTS AT THE SEVERAL STATIONS. 

Accompanying the presentation of the results for each station is a 
brief soil description, with particular reference to the depth of the 
soul and its water-holding capacity. Only such information is given 
as is necessary to understand fully the interpretation of the results. 

JUDITH BASIN FIELD STATION. 

The field station at Moccasin, Mont., in the Judith Basin, is located 

on a heavy clay soil of limestone origin. The soil is apparently very 
rich in available fertility. It is underlain, at a depth of approxi- 
mately 3 feet, by a limestone gravel that is closely cemented with 
lime materials. The gravel subsoil, which extends to a depth of 
about 30 feet, is practically free from soil. While it is so closely 
cemented that it does not unduly drain the soil, it is not of a character 
that allows the storage of available water or the development of 
roots within it. The presence of gravel in the surface soil does not 
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permit the taking of satisfactory samples for the study of soil moisture. 
Enough has been done, however, to make certain that only a limited 
supply of water available to the crop can be stored in the soil. This 
shallowness of the soil and the consequent limitation of the supply of 
water that can be stored in it and recovered by a crop make the crop 
dependent in large part upon the rains that fall while the crop is 
orowing. » 

TaBLE V.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Judith Basin Field Station, 1909 to 1914, inclusive. 

| Number | Yield per acre (bushels). 
of plats 

‘Treatment and previous crop. 

aged. 1909 | 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 | Average. 

| 

Fall plowed: . 
BE es hess SSeS na awa tle ac 2 31.3 13.2 21.4 | aH 24.9 18.1 21.8 

OFS = A ae a See Rene 2 36. 8 11.5 24.7 H 23.5 19.1 23. 2 
WiHCAGeee secancebcce ese ceeee 1 33.4) 14.0 22.0 H 18.5 15.8 20.7 

Total or average. .........-. 5 | 33; Oiler A 2e7. PP Beet) aes 23.1 18.0 22.1 

Spring plowed: 
OM eeen Sac cence cuss caces ee 1 33.1 11.6 21.3 ast 23.8 18.5 21.7 

ARS ase seen Peruse tones ses 2) OSI26 10.0 20.8 H 24.1 18.1 20.9 
CE eck ae A) 366 | G9.2[25 260A Vee yp Breda toa 22.2 

Total or average........... 5 | ©¢34.0 | 10.0 ZZAG" |e ere ai 24.5 17.6 | 21.7 

Pisted: Wheat.0.s....2.01..2-<- | a ey as a 23/3:|\ Sai 21.7 
SubsoiledssWheat-:.-22..25.. 52-2 1 36.3 15.0 23.5 H 22.8 16.5 22.8 
asked COMmlsenses owen eh ory! 8 35.0! 10.8 23.9 H 23.6 19. 4 22.5 

28.3) e011, || /20.5 13.3 19.7 

Total or average. .......... 2 31.2 10.0 1928 Mes ee see 24.3 16.7 20. 4 

SUMIMertileds - == ssc e whee . 4 | d 34.1 7.2 20.1 H 22.9 19.5 20.8 
| panels eae 

AVeTAro Oral 26 platsa—: ose = See seen ee | 34.1 | 10.6 22: Giese ee 23. 6 18. 4 21.9 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF COST. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average | . Sum- 
per acre). ¥ | ee F olavad Disked| Listed Soe Green mer Corn peor 

ee | 85] pty. |G. poured] te laity 
plats). | plats). | P'@%S-)| Pl@t)- | plat). | plats). Plats). | plats). plats). 

Yields of grain: 
1909222 --4,: 5; -bushels:- 33.9 | ¢34.0 35.0 30.0 36. 3 31.2} €34.1] €34.1 F 34.9 
LOL Ones ree cera GOve a: 12.7} ¢10.0 10.8 8.3 15.0 10.0 d€7.2| €11.3 fll 
MOTT: Ske ee do:=2 22.8 | ¢22.6 23.9 26.5 23.5 19.8 20.1 23.2 | £23.8 
AGI ee eee doz H H H H H H H Taf * 
ROISeS ep caer do.. Pood 24.5 23.6 23.3 22.8 24.3 22.9} 23.8 23. 4 
1) 0 een eine do.. | 18.0 17.6 19.4 ei 16.5 16.7 19.5 19.1 17.5 

Average....-..-.--.---| 221|. 21.7] 22.5| 21.7| 228] 204° 20.8] 219] 921 

Crop value, cost of produc- | 
tion, etec.: | 
WAC Sasa neser = omer 2 | $15.47 | $15.19 | $15.75 | $15.19 | $15.96 | $14. 28 | $14.56 |.-...---|..--...- 
COS Ft aaa eae ec ec | 6.56 6. 09 4.75 5. 55 Tih) 2 VAIGL a MAS SOG en cee ee eee 

Prout or lossy 5------- | 28. OL 9.10 | 11.00 9. 64 8.79 |— .33 BEAU Weeeeon ae cS 4+ 

a H= Destroyed by hail. c Average of 4 plats. e Average of 10 plats. 
b Yield of 1 plat only. d Average of 3 plats. f Average of 8 plats. 
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The most significant fact shown by Table V is the lack of material 
differences in yield resulting either from different methods of handling 
the soil in preparation for spring wheat or from the effect of the crop 
immediately preceding. This indicates that the place given to spring 
wheat in a rotation is comparatively unimportant. This is rather to 
be expected when the factors that determine production are under- 
stood in the light of recent information. There is not space here to 
discuss the subject, but suffice it to say: (1) On this rich, virgin, 
limestone soil, production is not immediately dependent upon in- 
creased fertility or greatly influenced by additions to or removal of its 
elements; (2) the shallowness of the soil where it is underlain by non- 
functioning gravel, together with the usually heavy spring rains, 
makes it impossible to realize the benefits that might be expected to 
accrue from methods of cultivation calculated to add to the total 
moisture supply by storage of moisture in the soil. 

The problems appear to be those of good seed, good stand, freedom 
from weeds, and getting work done in proper season rather than those 
of certain methods of tillage. How soon results may become apparent 
from rotations that either add to or take from the fertility of the soil, 
it is impossible to predict. 

The variations in yields have been so small up to the present time 
that it is possible all may be within the limits of experimental error 
or due to variations existing in the soil. It would therefore be 
unprofitable to discuss in detail the small variations that appear. 
The results are, however, of great importance in the evidence they 
offer that no one of the methods tried is essential to success in the 
growth of spring wheat and in the consequent freedom allowed in 
arranging a cropping system which need not necessarily include any 
unduly expensive or laborious method as a requisite of production. 

Since there are no essential differences in yields from different 
methods at this station, it follows that the relative profit or loss has 
been largely determined by the cost of production. The spring wheat 
crop has been raised at a profit by all methods except that of green 
manuring. The largest profit has been obtained from disked corn 
eround. The value of it as a farm practice would depend upon the 
profitable growth or utilization of the corn crop in a farming system. 

The next highest profits have been obtained from listing instead of 
plowing. This again is due to the low cost of preparation. While 
the yield from summer tillage has been about the same as from other 
methods, the increased cost of this method has been sufficient to 
reduce the profit from $11 per acre on disked corn ground to $3.06 
per acre on summer-tilled land. 

The heavy cost of green manuring has caused it to be done at the 
nominal loss of 33 cents per acre, when its whole cost is charged to 
the first crop that follows it. From the standpoint of actual yields 
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in bushels per acre it appears that no particular method of prepara- 
tion for spring wheat is essential at this station. From the stand- 
point of profits per acre it would appear that the greatest profits are 
derived from the least expensive methods. 

HUNTLEY FIELD STATION. 

The field station at Huntley, Mont., is located in the valley of the | 
Yellowstone River at the foot of the first bench. The soil is a heavy 
gumbo to a depth of about 8 feet. Underlying the soil is a considera- 
ble depth of free-drained gravel. This soil carries a large proportion 
of available water and allows deep feeding of the crop. It is conse- 
quently possible to store in it a maximum quantity of water that 
can be recovered by the crop. 

TaBLE VI.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
sluntley Field Station, 1913 and 1914. 

Num- Yield per acre Num- Yielc per acre 
ber (bushels). ber (bushels). 

Treatment and pre- Of; jae 2) 125...) Treatmentand pre- of 
vious crop. plats in vious crop. plats 

aver- ver- aver-~ Aver- aged. 1913 | 1914 age. aged. 1913 | 1914 age, 

Fall plowed: Listed: Wheat....... 1 | 16.5 | 19.5 18.0 
WOT een es. 1.|,4923 |.2155 20.4 || Subsoiled: Wheat... 1 1485) | tye 16.0 
Oats sine ss32 2s 2 | 15.8 | 27.8 AL. 8) eDisked:sCorn = 2). 8 | 18.2 | 26.5 22.4 
Wineat. 2.2 -5c2 1} 11.8] 20.2 16.0 —— 

a Green manured: 
Total or aver- RYyOl es se eee 1 | 15.0 | 26.0 20.5 

aoe see f 4 | 15.7 | 24.3 20.0 Peas: eae 1 | 21.3 | 26.8 24.1 

Spring plowed: Total or aver- 
OTT eee ace: 1 | 18.6 | 24.6 21.6 ALCL assole 2 | 18.2 | 26.4 22.3 

Osis esas? 1 | 14.3 | 24.8 19.6 _——= ——_ | ———— 

Wheat re socee 1 | 16.0} 18.3 17.2 || Summer tilled....... 3 | 2525 | 26:3 25.9 

Total or aver- Average ofall 22 plats|........ 18.2 | 24.8 21.5 
ALONe ost ehe oe 34 16:3: | 22.6 19.5 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

, | Green | Sum- 
Spring see Listeq| Sub- | ma- | mer | Corn 

Yields, Lacie (average | pay | Small 

eet eye | dG, (acpiat.| goles | ured | tillea ao. | 8G" 
plats). ‘(1 plat). (2 ( pla 

plats). | plats). plats). | plats). plats) 

Yields of grain: 
1A) 1S ea see aoa bushels 15.7 16.3 18. 2 16.5 14.5 18. 2 25. 5 18.4 15.0 
1 Ut) 8 Te ame meee do... 24.3 22.6 26.5 19.5 17.5 26.4 26.3 25.8 2253 

ASS 2.0| 19.5| 224] 18.0| 16.0| 223] 25.9] 221| 18.7 

Crop value, cost of produc- 
tion, ete.: 

WMaMIGus se Sse meee $14.00 | $13.65 | $15.68 | $12.60 | $11.20 | $15.61 | $18.13 |.......-].-....2% 
OSU eee omen sees 6. 56 6.09 4.75 5. 55 7.17 14. 61 1 50) 22 225.05 | 2a ¥ 

1291) 1) Ba Os See eee 7.44 7.56 | 10.93 7.05 4.03 | 1.00 6:63 |2%2 Sse ee 

1 Barley was used in place of rye in 1913. 
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The results of only two years are available for study from the 
Huntley station. Both were years of good to heavy preduction, but 
years when production was determined to a considerable degree by 
the amount of water stored in the soil at seeding time. There was 
consequently rather sharp response to those methods that start a 
crop with more available soil water than others. 

The highest average yield, 25.9 bushels per acre, has been obtained 
from summer tillage. The next highest yield, 24.1 bushels, has been 
from the use of peas as green manure. Disked corn ground with a 
yield of 22.4 bushels has been better than corn ground plowed either 
in fall or spring. The data on the effects of fall and spring plowing 
of either corn ground, wheat, or oat stubble being rather contradic- 
tory and inconsistent among themselves, are hardly sufficient to admit 
the drawing of conclusions. Indications are that marked differences 
are not to be expected. The same lack of significant difference 
exists between the yields from listing and plowing. The yields from 
subsoiled land have just equalled those from land similarly treated 
in every way except subsoiling. Green manure, on the average, was 
productive of yields intermediate between those on summer-tilled 
ground and those on cropped ground. The crop raised in 1913 where 
peas were plowed under was much superior to that raised where barley 
was plowed under. In 1914 there was little difference between the 
crop after peas and that after winter rye. 

Wheat has been produced at a profit by all methods. The greatest 
profit, $10.93 per acre, has come from disked corn land. This is due 
both to high yield and low cost of preparation. Between fall plowing, 
spring plowing, and listing there is little difference, the profits from 
them exceeding $3 per acre less than from disked corn ground. Sub- 
soiling, on account of its low yield and higher cost, has reduced the 
profits to $4.03 per acre. The high cost of production on summer 
fallow has overcome the high yield to the extent that the profit from 
it has been somewhat less than that realized from land cropped every 
year. The least profit, $1 per acre, has been from the use of green 
manure. 

WILLISTON FIELD STATION. 

The experimental work at the Williston Field Station, in North 
Dakota, is conducted on a silt soil that carries a considerable propor- 
tion of Sanne water and on which the depth of feeding is limited 
only by the depth to which the character of the crop lami its devel- 
opment of roots. 

The results of five years are available for study from Williston 
station. The production for two of these years was very heavy, the 
average yield from all plats in 1912 being the highest yet recorded 
in this work, The year 1913 was one of good hut not excessive 

85751°—Bull, 21415 3 
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yields, while in 1910 and 1911 nearly all yields were so low as to be 
practical failures. With this wide diversity in seasons and yields, 
the results from year to year have been fairly consistent, the most 
serious departure being the low yield on disked corn ground in 1914. 
Minor differences, it is true, have been manifested, particularly as to 
the relative merits of fall and spring plowing, but on the whole there - 
is a remarkable uniformity. 

» 

TABLE VII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Williston Field Station, 1910 to 1914, inclusive. 

Yield per acre (bushels). 
Number 

Treatment.and previous crop. | of plats |——-3, 1 

averaged.| 1919 1911 1912 1913 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowed: 
OLD see = acy ob ees ieee 1 0.7 1.8 36.5 16.1 23.3 W5esd 

ATS ee Ne 2 9 ike 7 35.1 9.5 31.0 15.6 
Winheat tee ee Sk oe il 1.3 2.3 33.8 aU Lr 2250) 14.3 

Total or average.......... 4 .9 1.9 35-1 Le 7 26.9 1523 

Spring plowed: 
SOM one ee ee eee 1 ay | 5.5 38. 2 14.4 26.8 sal 
(OB ISE «aS e Paae  eege oe +1 WSs: 4.0 32.2 13.0 SLs 16.5 
Wheater. Soe oe 1 ey PHY 2512, 16.8 23.8 14.0 

Total or average.......--- 3 1.4 4.1 31.9 14.7 27.4 15.9 

PHUSKOC COMMS eres ec en sa see ce f¢ a) 5.8 39.7 15.3 19.5 16.2 

‘Green manured: 
CCl Di as oe See 1 OLS: 48 36.0 18.8 37.3 19.1 

We aS eee eet oe tstics ee ae a 1 2.0 2. 33.0 19.7 32.0 18.0 

Totalior Average. : 22.47... 2 2.4 ie 34.5 19.3 35.0 18.6 

TSRIMIMerM Ue ene. oes 3 4.9 8.2 39.9 17.8 30.3 20. 2 

mcyeraceior allo plats cic tote) ae =o = 1.8 4.6 37.0 15.2 D5 i 16.9 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF CoSsT. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average 
per acre). Fal Spring aon Green | Summer Small 

plowed | plowed a nats) manured| tilled One grain 
(4 plats). | (3 plats). Pp *| (2 plats). | (3 plats). Pp | (5 plats). - 

Yields of grain: 
1s eee eee bushels 0.9 1.4 0.9 2.4 4.9 0.9 1.3 
LOU oe ee aS oe eee do. 1.9 4.1 5.8 1.7 8.2 5.3 2.5 
ON es yee oe ieee do. 35.1 31.9 39.7 34.5 39.9 39. 2 32.3 
NOLS See eee eee do. 11.7 14.7 Wh 19.3 17.8 A5a5 ADL 
NOTA es nase do. 26.9 27.4 19.5 35.0 30.3 20. 8 27.9 

SAV OLAL Ota e cases oats eee 15.3 15.9 16.2 18.6 20. 2 16.3 15.2 

“Crop value, cost of production, 
etc.: ; 
AVG eee S25 5s Ree eae $10.71 211.13 $11. 34 $13. 02 SL4 4 i SSSA eh ee eee 
CWOStRer cence oe ee ae 6.56 6. 09 4.75 14. 61 1D 50 oS a es ee 

IProfbOrslosseen esas sceee 4.15 5.04 6.59 |. — 1.59 2644). =. See ce eee a 

The highest average yield, 20.2 bushels per acre, has been obtained 
from summer tillage. The plowing under of rye or peas for green 
manure has resulted in the next highest average yield. Spring rye 
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is used at this station and is plowed under at the same time as peas. 
This is done in early summer, and the land is then handled as an 
intensively cultivated bare fallow until seeding time. While results 
have fluctuated between the two crops used for green manure from 
year to year, the variations have probably been within the limits of 
experimental error. 

As to the relative merits of fall and spring plowing and disking as 
a means of preparation for wheat, the yields show such lack of con- 
sistency from year to year that it would be unwise to attempt to draw 
general conclusions from the data at hand, unless it were that the 
results attending these practices will vary with the season and that 
no particular one is essential to success. 

Wheat, on both spring and fall plowing after oats, appears on the 
average to yield better than wheat after wheat. 
When the cost of production is figured, it is found that the average 

yields of the five years under study have been sufficient to allow a 
profit from all methods except that of green manure. While the 
yield from this method was next to the highest, it was not enough to 
ofiset the heavy cost of production. 

The greatest profit, $6.59 per acre, was obtained from disked corn 
ground, and the least, $2.64 per acre, from summer tillage. 

DICKINSON FIELD STATION. 

The soil at the Dickinson Field Station, in North Dakota, is somewhat 

lacking in uniformity. In general, however, it is characterized as a 
sandy loam to a depth of approximately 5 feet. Below this depth 
is a lighter soul, which in some cases becomes very sandy or pure sand. 
The soil has the capacity to retain a large proportion of water and to 
give up to the crop a large share of what is retained. This feature, 
in connection with the depth to which a crop may feed, makes it 
possible to store in this soil an exceptionally large quantity of water 

_ that can be recovered by the crop. 
While records for the Dickinson station are available for study 

since and including 1908, the yields and averages are made up from 
the results of six years, as the crop of 1912 was destroyed by hail 
shortly after heading. As the fall plowing that year was done 
exceptionally early, on account of the opportunity offered by the 
early removal of the crop, it shows up relatively much better than 
usual in 1913. On this account it approached summer tillage and 
green manure both in opportunity and in results. 

Four of the years studied have been years of heavy wheat produc- 
tion from all methods. The year 1911 was one of low general average, 
but of exceptional differences between methods. It was a year of 
drought during the late stages of growth, which made it possible to 
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realize a maximum benefit from the water previously stored in the 
soil by some methods. The crop of 1914 was damaged at least 25 
per cent by hail shortly before harvest. 

TasBLeE VIII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Dickinson Field Station, 1908 to 1914, inclusive. 

7. 
Number Yield per acre (bushels) j 

of plats 

averaged.) i998 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | Average. 

Treatment and 
previous crop. 

Fall plowed: 
@ormm=e ee tale 63520 | * 37238) 24-0 AST lGEn 27.5| 15.9 24.1 
Manured corn....... | S88; | «40275 e285 3.2] H 27.5| 13.2 23.5 
Oaicmee etre ee ON On| -34eyal e042 isl Pes 2618 || ates 18.7 
Wh edt mn eaten 4 1)? 7.7) | 6 25s 8.9 1.4] H 20.5 8.9 15.3 

Total or average Bil aj 2502) | Sale| $E208G lw eo lene tie 25.8 | 12.1 20.1 

Spring plowed: * 
Gomme a Pel) 35.00) 30st pee 7 Sul en 4sOn| aan 28:0 | 12.0 26.1 
OTe een aie waeae 1 |e 1897 480s 8! 1:3) |) oH W210) (4 Pee 16.8 
Witten te Li} 243i) 26: Sel. ted 5.7| H 13.5. 10.5 16.4 

Total or average... Bl 2600) |: .sB2ede ley Ot TON serene 19.5] 12.6 19.8 

Disked: Corn... ........-| G7) 082539 = 87.9) 92207 3.8| H PE AS} ai3 

Green manured: | 
vows ee 7 hanes oa eal Se 5.6| H 28.0] 20.0 24.0 
pease a Pl S00. s360ulme dl 724 122°). OA Bala 846 S163 
Sweet clover......... 1 | 31-0 j)7,°32235 [421980 13° 24.5| 13.7 20.3 

Total or average... 5) 28120)|') /86:45))\ | 18:6 3.0 Mote 26.0| 18.2 DN 

Summer tilled. .......... 3| 33.6] 36.9] 26.0] 221) H Dio bmn one 27.5 

Average of all 25 plats...|.......... P3000 |"' B6sTale 21.7 ESRC ga 25.9| 15.4 22.5 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF COST. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average eth | z A x aa 
per acre). al pring «1, reen ummer m 

plowed | plowed rat Eis) manured | tilled (12 slats) grain 
(5 plats). | (3 plats). ee *| (5 plats). | (3 plats). 18 ‘| (5 plats). 

Yields of grain: 
NGOSESS se es bushels. . 252, 26.0 BP 33 31.0 33.6 33.0 20.0 
1 ONO NRO ee eas. doss=2 34.5 32.4 37.9 361 36.9 38.3 30. 4 
OL eect eens do. 20.6 Zileslt 22h 18.6 26.0 2302 18.4 
TiC? jE bios a poe eR ea do Peal 7.0 3.8 3.0 Daal 4.9 2.0 
1109 De ean sees ce Dee do. H H H H H H iE 
OS meter et nae do. 25.8 19.5 27.8 26.0 27.2 27.8 20.9 
Sb Ie Soy See a do. 12:1 12.6 Ibe: 18.2 19.2 14.9 11.4 

PAV ETAT OSes ool Serer eee See 20.1 19.8 23.3 22.2 2S Dowil 7574 

Crop value, cost of production, 
ete.: 
AVEO Rye eree een e Nee age $14. 07 $13. 86 $16.31 $15. 54 $LOYD5 | Neste ee | 
SOS Fess ea eee ree 6. 56 6.09 4.75 14.61 a ba Us’ 6) a eee SR Bae 

TOG a ee ee asin cites (ews CR 11.56 A938) TAD les So seee el Sonne eee 

1 H= Destroyed by hail. 

Some indications shown in Table VIII are rather striking. The 
effect of the preceding crop and the preparation for sprmg wheat 
divide rather sharply into two groups, as indicated by the results 
obtained. When wheat followed summer tillage, corn, or green 
manure it has given comparatively high yields. When it followed 
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small grains, the yields have been comparatively low, regardless 
of preparation. 

As between oats and wheat, whether spring or fall plowed, or 
between spring or fall plowing of either wheat or oat stubble, no 
decision is apparently to be made from the data at hand. The 
advantage, if any, seems to be in favor of fall-plowed oat stubble. 

The highest average yield, and it is a very high average, 27.5 
bushels per acre, has been obtained by summer tillage. But spring- 
plowed corn ground has averaged 26.1 bushels; fall-plowed corn 
ground, 24.1 bushels; and nine plats of disked corn ground, well 
distributed over the field, have averaged 23.3 bushels per acre. 
Considering the importance of corn in a general farming system 
and the small advantage shown by summer tillage over corn land in 
producing wheat, it would seem that even here where summer tillage 
has been productive of such high yields, it can have no regular place 
in a permanent farming system. | | 

The use of manure on corn does not appear to have had as yet 
any appreciable effect upon the wheat that followed the corn. 

The use of winter rye plowed under as green manure has thus 
far been productive of considerably better results than the similar 
use of either peas or sweet clover. ‘This difference in yield is probably 
due to the fact that winter rye may be plowed under considerably 
earlier than either the peas or sweet clover. 

Both high yield and low cost of production have combined to 
give the greatest profit per acre, $11.56, from wheat on disked corn 
ground. The high yield of wheat on summer tillage has been scarcely 
sufficient to overcome the increased cost of this method., It shows 
a profit of $7.75 per acre, while spring-plowed land that had been 
cropped shows a profit of $7.77 per acre, and fall-plowed land shows 
$7.51. While green manuring shows about the same production as 
land from which a crop was removed, the high cost of the method has 
reduced the profit from it to 93 cents per acre. 

EDGELEY FIELD STATION. 

The field station at Edgeley, N. Dak., is located on a soil that is 
derived from the decomposition of shale. Shale in undecomposed 
particles is found very near the surface. In the third foot the shale, 
while broken and offering fairly free passage to water, is not as yet 
broken down into soil. The depth of feeding of crops is practically 
limited to the first 2 feet. The first foot carries an exceptionally 
large proportion of water available to the crop. The limited depth of 
soul that functions in the storage of water and in the development 
of the crop, however, limits the supply of water that can be carried 
in the soil to about half of that carried by soils of greater depths. 
This makes the crop peculiarly dependent upon rains that fall while 
it is growing. 
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TaBLE IX.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Edgeley Field Station, 1907 to 1914, inclusive. 

| Nose Yield per acre (bushels). 
Treatment and previous | “55 plats 

er: "averaged. = | ; 
1907 1908 | 1909 1910 | 1911 1912 | 1913 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowed: 
Cems ota Tr L265] 220: Saiarseey 6.3 LON LENS Osten 23510 6 18.8 
Oats eee ence | 2 9.5 13. 0) 327-6 4.7 1.0} 30:3 59 ereiea: 14.9 
IWiheatie soos tases | 1 7-.0')) 152.3) |223-3 5.2 Onl W2TeO) 2 9.2 M1255 

Total or average. . .| 4 9270) 215. See 5.2 0) |S SESSA G Sel alos 15.3 

Spring plowed: | 
OLN eee eer cee 2|@13.2}@15.8] 28.0 4.7 8 | 35.5 | 22:7 | -16.7 1722 

Oatssee eee essed 1 4.2] 13.5 25.8 3.8 2) 31.3 2036 | A755, 14.6 
Wieheat.s.2 222 cnn ot 1} 4.1] 13.3] 28.3 4.0 7] +3520) |) A6230 des 14.1 

Total or average si 4 (o2a| elas? 1.0 4.3 6 | 34:3 20.6 | 15.5 1525 

iDisked:iCorn@. 7.2. - 2. 12 |013.4 |¢18.1 27.8 5.7| 2.6| 33.6| 23.6| 17.0 WAT 

Green manured: | 
Rag Ole San oe ET So Te 1! 10.5] 19.8] 30.5 2.6 31> 8657) |. 2158) 1258 16.9 
IRGAS te ec ese ates 1] 10.2] 18.2} 28.6 6.3 2 | eoteOu |e 22d ae20 aS 17.9 
Sweet clover......-.- Teepe ose | ed 57 | RS OL 3.6 DA P34 2)| 5 2405 21 4a 15.9 

Total or average. .. 3|410.4| 16.6] 27.4] 4.2 .2 |) 36.0) 99/8] “T5s8 16.7 

Summer tilled. ......--. 5|d10.9| 15.8] 27.5 | 8.0 3.2] 35.4 | 26.1 | 16.0] _ 17.9 

Average of all 28 plats. ..|.......-.- 1€10.6 | 716.6] 27.6 | bial 129) | 233295) 622550), 62 16.9 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc.(average | 
per acre). Fall Spring | Disked Creen | Summer] Corn Small 

plowed | plowed (12 manured| tilled (15 grain 
(4 plats). | (4 plats).| plats). | (3 plats).| (5 plats).| plats). | (5 plats). 

Yields of grain: 
OO (een a tetas bushels. . 9.7 97.2 b13.4 10. 4 10.9 h13.2 6.9 
1 EU et ea do=33: 15.5 914.2 c18.1 16.6 15.8 18.2 13.6 
LOQU See seems tere dos: 27.7 1.5 27.8 27.4 27.5 28.1 26.5 
LOTS ee See oa ea oe doy-=2 5.2 4.3 ont 4.2 8.0 5.6 4.5 
OU anaes Seale cece do. 1.0 .6 2.6 2 3.2 2.3 aif 
1 Tee cece emia do. 31.1 34.3 33.6 36.1 35.4 734.0 30.8 
ThE) Bj a is cn pe do. 16.7 20.6 23.6 22.8 26.1 23.4 16.1 
LO TAS ee ne oiaisinjnniele do. 15.1 15.5 1720 15.8 16.0 17.0 14.4 

everave sss 2ne8 tu tre 15.3 | 15.5 17.7 16.7 17.9 17.7 14.2 

Crop value, cost of production, | r 
etc.: 
VEN G ere SOc eee eee | $10.71 $10. 85 $12.39 $11. 69 $125 580 pies cea Gas Sees 
COStee ee Sree s eos cca ease 6. 56 6.09 4.75 14. 61 19750) |- 2.4 eee ease 

Profit or loss. ......--.--- 4.15 | 4.76 7.64| — 2.99 1:03) |). ae ee 

a Yield of 1 plat. d Average of 2 plats. g Average of 3 plats. 
b Average of 5 plats. e Average of 18 plats. h Average of 7 plats. 
e Average of 9 plats. FJ Average of 22 plats. i Average of 11 plats. 

This station presents for study the results of eight years. Five of 
these have been years of good to heavy production. In one year the 
production was light, in another it was very poor, while the remain- | 
ing year was one of practical failure of all methods under study. 

The wide differences in yield resulting from different methods of 
preparation that were obtained at some stations during some years 
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are not exhibited at this station in either the good or the poor years, 
The reason for this is to be found in the shallowness of the soil that 
functions for the growth of the crop and for the storage of water that 
can be recovered by the crop. This shallowness makes the crop 
dependent for its growth upon seasonal rains that fall while the crop 
is growing. It may be that this shallowness makes it possible to 
realize quicker results from the cumulative effect of the use of manure 
than would be realized on deeper soils. 

The relative merits of fall or spring plowing of either wheat or oat 
stubble seem to be a matter of season. In no case does it make 
a great difference, and on the average the difference has been neg- 
ligible. Itshould be noted that the result from the one plat of wheat 
on spring-plowed wheat land deserves but little consideration. On 
account of its location and of continual spring plowing, it has accu- 
mulated blowing soil until it is now built up several inches above its 
original level, or the present level of other plats. 

Fall-plowed corn ground has apparently had an advantage over 
corn ground, either spring plowed or disked, in preparation for wheat. 
The results are determined from 1 plat of fall-plowed corn as against 
12 plats of disked corn ground, which are distributed over the whole 
field; the advantage, therefore, may be due to a particularly favor- 
able location of the one plat. 

With the exception of the high yield of wheat in 1914 on peas used 
as green manure, there is little choice between them and rye similarly 
used. Both have been better than sweet clover plowed under. The 
average yield of wheat following peas as green manure is exactly 
the same as the average on summer tillage. 
Summer tillage has given an average yield of 17.9 bushels per acre 

for the eight years. This is exceeded only by the yield on fall-plowed 
corn ground. When this is compared with a similar average yield 
of 17.7 bushels per acre from disked corn ground and 14.2 bushels 
from wheat under all methods following small-grain crops, it is seen 
that summer tillage is an unnecessary practice and one not to be 
recommended for this section. This is brought out strongly by Table 
IX, which shows the cost of production and the resultant profit or 
loss from each method. Disked corn ground shows an average 
8-year profit of $7.64 per acre, spring plowing $4.76, and fall plowing 
$4.15, while the cost of summer tillage has reduced the profit to $1.03. 
The average loss for the green manures has been $2.92 per acre. 

HETTINGER FIELD STATION. 

The soil at the Hettinger (N. Dak.) station is a heavy clay loam. 

The seasons during which the work has been carried on have been 
such that the results of soil-moisture study are not yet conclusive 
in determining the proportion of water that can be stored in the soil 
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and recovered by a crop. It is probable, however, that the depth 
of feeding is not limited by any physical peculiarity of the soil and 
that the quantity of water that can be stored islarge. It is reasonable 
therefore to expect that on this soil the maximum effect will be realized 
from methods of tillage calculated to store water. 

TABLE X.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Hettinger Field Station, 1912, 1913, and 1914. “ 

Num-| Yield per acre (bushels). | Num-| Yield per acre (bushels). 

Treatment and ee | Treatment and ses 
previous crop. | svor. Aver- | Previous crop. | 3 vor. Aeron 

| aged. 1912 | 1913 | 1914 age. | aged. 1912 | 1913 | 1914 age. 

Fall plowed: | || Disked: 
Manured | Cores. foc 1D |, 17.5 |) ESF 1S 7, 15.9 

COME. =: S92 Oe 18.08| see 12.9 Potatoes... ae ee Sey kia hab? 13.4 
Comme aen 1} 13.8 | 17.8 | 12.0 14.5 
Oasis... 2) 17.8 | 12.7 |.14.1]) gl4.9 Total or 
Wiheatsee 23 tt 08 S108 Tele 622 9.6 average 125 | E750) Seo elley, 15.7 

| — | | SS ————d 

Total or Green manured: 
average. | 5 | 14.1 | 14.4 | 11.6 13.4 | Ryeissiiz222 2 | 16.0 } 21.3 } 11.4 16.2 

== Peas (ee ase 1} 18.3 | 23.5 | 9.0] 16:9 
Spring plowed: | Sweet clover 12) a2) 8.2reve8 9.1 

Come 5.2. 1 | 13.0 | 26.3 | 10.3 16.5 | —_|————_ 
Oaisheesee. < | 19 Soo) S655) 1058 11.9 | Total or 
Wheat...... 1 | 14.3 | 93.8 [10:04 12.777} average. 4/15.4| 18.6] 9.9| 146 

| _——SSS>=_ | SS 

Total or | | Summer tilled...) 8 | 19.9 | 29.6] 11.8 | 20.4 
average. 3 | 11.9 | 18.9 | 10.4 13.7 | SS SSS SS 

|| Average ofall 32 
| plats.tzius- elo 62! 16.6 | 20.6 | 11.4] 16.2 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF COST. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average | | 
per acre). Fall Spring | Disked | Green |Summer, Corn Small Pota- 

plowed | plowed (12. |manured| tilled | (14 grain toes 
plats). |(5 plats)./ (1 plat). (5 ee plats).| plats). |(4 plats).|(8 plats).) 

| 
| 

pields of grain: | 
Ua eee bushels. 14.1 11.9 17.0 15.4 19.9 16:3). 4470 11.7 

iia i en 14.4 18.9 13:3 18.6 29.6 18.6 13.3 16.7 
Cy. Sars ree aoe 11.6 10.4 11.7 9.9 11.8 11/64) 100 11.7 

Average: 222k tk! | 13.4 13.7 15.7 14.6 20.4 15.5 12.8 13.4 | 

Crop value, cost of produc- | 
tion, etc.: | A 

Mts hee ek eek ae | $0:38 | $9.59 | "$i0/99'| $i0/22') $14/o8-|' Ji.) Fae ee eee | 
pst ere ceres eS, 6.56 6.09 ATH .14.61.|\ 11. 500/82. ee ee i | 

a Profitionlosse. cas ccece 2.82 3.50 6.24 | — 4.39 258 Beas ods Pas steoaa Sen 355- 

The results of three years at this station are available for study. 
The most striking things shown by the arrangement of yields for the 
present study are the increased production of wheat on summer 
tillage, on rye and peas as green manure, and on corn ground either 
disked or plowed in the spring. When yields are studied in connec- 
tion with cost of production, it is seen that, owing to good yield and 
cheap cost of preparation, the greatest profit, $6.24 per acre, has 
been obtained from wheat on disked ground. Of the disked plats, 
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11 were corn ground and 1 was potato ground. Spring plowing has 
been productive of an average profit of $3.50 and fall plowing of 
$2.82. Despite the increased yield on summer tillage, the high cost 
of the method has reduced the profits from it to $2.78 per acre. The 
still higher cost of preparation and the lower yields from green 
manuring have contributed to make it show a loss of $4.39 per acre. 

BELLE FOURCHE FIELD STATION. 

The field-station farm near Newell, S. Dak., on the Belle Fourche 

Reclamation Project, is located on a heavy gumbo clay soil, which 
is derived from the decomposition of Pierre shale. From the soil at 
the surface there is a rapid change to broken but undecomposed 
shale. Near the bottom of the second foot is a comparatively im- 
pervious layer of soil. The first foot and at least a part of the 
second foot carry a large proportion of available water. It is prob- 
able that little use is made of either water or soil below the first 2 
feet. In spite of the heavy soil and the large quantity of water 
that can be obtained by the plant from that portion of it near the 
surface, the shallowness of feeding reduces the quantity of water 
that can be carried in the soil to about one-half of that available on 
deeper soils. The result of this is shown in the yields. 

While the results of six years are available from this station, two 
of them have been years of total failure of the wheat crop. These 
failures were due to drought so extreme that no methods of culture 
were able to overcome it. A third year produced some light yields, 
but the crop was practically a failure for all methods. These three 
dry years in succession afforded no opportunity to profit from 
methods calculated to store moisture. The rainfall was so light and 
its distribution so unfavorable as to make the accumulation of 
water in the soulimpossible. In two other years there was production 
from all methods, but the yields were light. In only the first year of 
the series under consideration was the general production heavy. 

Neither in the average of the series nor in any of the years within 
the series has there been evidenced sufficient difference in production 
to warrant an extended discussion of the relative merits of the 
methods under trial. The only partial exception to this statement 
is to be found in the advantage of summer tillage over other methods 
in resisting the dry seasons of 1913 and 1914. However, in 1913 it 
was able to produce only 15.6 bushels per acre, as against an average 
of 8.7 bushels on fall-plowed land that had been in crop the year 
before. In 1914 it produced an average of 16.1 bushels per acre, 
while the production on disked corn land was 10 bushels and on fall- 
plowed ground only 5.8 bushels per acre. In 1912 all the available 
water in the soil was used, but in no case was it sufficient to make a 
crop. 
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TABLE XI.— Yields and cost orem of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Belle Fourche Field Station, 1909 to 1914, inclusive. ; 

= Yield per acre (bushels). 
Number 

Treatment and previous crop. | of plats 

averaged.) 1999 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | Average, 

Fall plowed: 
CORSE ee asa. eee eee ee 1 23.6 0 0 0 1.3 6.3], 6.2 
Oats cepa eect ete 2 31.5 0 0 0 9.8 6.1 7.9 
Wiheaizese-ecscse a sees 1{ 23.3 0 0 0 7.9 4.8 6.0 

Totaliomaveragesnsciccacrcs 4 | 72 Oia| Nome ance Se Sete cee eee 8.7 5.8 7.0 

Spring plowed: 
CONN esse ares ceemat ese nats 1 23.9 3.0 0 0 5.6 4.5 6.2 
Oatseat rise cee aaee wees see al 26.1 2.4 0 0 7.9 6.0 Cell 
Wihieat teas econ s sche se 1 23.8 |. > 2.8 0 0 6.2 4.0 6.1 

Motalior average. -.---)5- = 3 24.6 DG ui| Taree eee ec ee ee 6.6 4.8 6.5 

Disted-sWheat.ic2-.0-sci-.e.--- ial, peoaellen 0 iy Phi eee 7.5 
Sipsoiledss yw Wiheatocne-ce-----2- =~ 1 28. 5 0 0 0 6.8 | 4.7 6.7 

Disked: 
Wormmeeeiees= Ss Scenes foe Secse 10 29.8 3.8 0 0 10.3 10.0 9.0 
IROLALOCS a aemtas cicicmeicin sans ocr 1 27.5 Le 0 0 12.3 11.3 8.8 
SOrshuUiMie eee s.ocsse ne cc 1 20.8 3 0 0 9.4 9.0 6.6 

MNotalionjaverage....-.+5---- 12 28.9 Sad | jase aioe aoe clea 10.4 10.0 8.8 

Green manured: 
TRV Se ee eno oeine Som nie csc ae sais 1 30. 6 5.7 0 0 13.4 13.8 10.6 
TEED CE Ss ne ore a AS 1 29.9 1.3 0 0 13.5 11.3 9.3 
SWeCChclovense 4c ccc eee 2 24.5 0 0 0 12.0 13.9 8.4 

Total’or average. ....-....-- 4 27.4 LSM caeee sere roceniece 127 1322 9.2 

STEMIMer Hileman dace ec e acl 5 | 32. 7 4.3 0 0 15.6 16.1 11.5 

Average of all 30 plats.......-----|---------- Page lemons) Mee cre Be 10.8| 10.1 8.7 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. wall | Sori Green | Sum- , pring | 5:4, Sub- Small] Pota-| Sor- 
(average per acre). | piowed | plowed Pee Listed | soiled ead tilled Ge grain | toes |ghum 

(4 (3. | plats). (A Plat)-| _( 4 (5. | plats).|_ © ( 1 plats). | plats). plat). plats).| plats) plats).| plat). | plat). 

Yields of grain: 
1909...bushels./ 27.5 24.6 28.9 28.7 | 28.5] 27.4 | 32.7 |@29.3 | 27.6 | 27.5 20.8 
1OVOEES 22 dor: 0 2.7 3.3 0 0 1.8 4.3 3.4 marl 1.7 -3 
1901 eee dot: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 0 0 0 0 
AGIZ NS ee do 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
LOI Sener do 8.7 6.6 10.4 9.5 GAS 2 ll ONO 9.7 8.3-| 12.3 9.4 
19143 -278 do 5.8 4.8 10.0 6.8 Aeti| Lo. 2. |) U6 9.3 5.5} 11.3 9.0 

VCLACC Ss cee 7.0 6.5 8.8 7.5 6.7 952h i 15 8.6 7.0 8.8 6.6 

Crop value, cost of 
production, etc.: ‘ 

Walters 22-22 $4.90 | $4.55 | $6.16] $5.25 | $4.69 | $6.44 | $8.05 |-......]-....- plastetarse shee tone 
COStiorise te nee 6. 56 6.09 4.75 5.55 | teddy 1460s) D500 sean See ee | pee Pees 

a Average of 11 plats. 

The only method that shows a profit here is disked corn ground. 
This, on account of the low cost of preparation, shows an average 
annual profit of $1.41 per acre. AIL other methods indicate the 
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production of wheat at a loss ranging from 30 cents on listed land 
to $7.17 an acre on green manure. Generally speaking, the more 

expensive the method of preparation the greater the yield. But the 
yields did not increase in the same ratio as the expense; it accord- 
ingly follows that the less the expense of preparation the less the loss 
that attended the use of any method. 

SCOTTSBLUFF FIELD STATION. 

The work at Scottsbluff, Nebr., is conducted at a field station 

located on the North Platte Reclamation Project. The soil is a com- 
paratively light, sandy loam. At a depth varying from 5 to 8 feet 
there is a sharp break from this soil to either sand or Brule clay. 
Above this point the sou offers no unusual resistance to the downward 
passage of water or the development of roots. Owing to its light 
character, however, it is possible to store in it only a moderate pro- 
portion of available water. While the evidence on this point is not 
yet complete, the amount of water that can be stored in this soil is 
known to be somewhat intermediate between the corresponding 
amounts that can be stored in the Belle Fourche and North Platte 
sous. | 

The results of three years are available for study at this station. 
All have been years of comparatively light yields, but one of them 
shows heavy production from one method. 

Spring plowing has been generally better than fall, irrespective of 
whether it were wheat, oat, or corn stubble that was plowed. Marked 
benefit was apparently derived one year from the use of manure in 
growing the corn that preceded one plat of wheat. 

Furrowing with a lister and leaving the ground rough through the 
winter instead of plowing was apparently beneficial one year, but of: 
neutral value in the others. 

Disked corn ground was the second best method in one year, but it 
seemed to be of little benefit in increasing production in the other 
two years. Disked corn ground has each year given larger returns 
of wheat than were obtained by plowing it either in spring or fall. 

The results from green manure are not consistent either among 
themselves or in comparison with other methods. In average pro- 
duction it stands third on the list, bemg exceeded by summer tillage 
and disked corn ground. 

The highest yields each year have been obtamed from summer 
tillage. This method has an average yield of 19.9 bushels per acre 
as against 14 bushels, the next highest average, from disked corn 
eround. 
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TaBLE XII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by daca methods at the 
Scottsbluff Field Station, 1912, 1913, Gad 1914. 

, 

| | 

| Num Yield per acre (bushels). Num-| Yield per acre (bushels). 

Treatment and ber of = i oS at eeeatment and ee 
previous crop. | 3 var. Aver- || Previous crop. | over. j peeiet 

| aged. 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | age. | aged. 1912 | 1913 | 1914 age. 

Fall plowed: | Listed 
OLD ene | SL 6 -820))) 955 9.7 Wheat. Ue LOSOny ver2ul en Os0 9.4 
Manured | Subsoiled 
COM 2.252. | 1 | 20. 9.8} 9.5 13.4 || Wiheatectece UPAR PEK 5 ty | <o)5) 9.4 

Oatse2-2=. PAA ST f 9.0 | 10.3 9.0 || Disked 
iWiheat. 23... 1 6532) aSel! S687 6.9 |} Cor oats Zee wy es Aes ea lat seSat | alae al 14.0 

Total or | Green manured 
average 5 }10.8 | 8.7) 9.3 9.6 Ry O-ca cece ae Vf 15.0) | 138504) 1356 13.9 

—= let: Gis aaaae Ly We7 | 14. 25) 12:0 12.6 
Spring plowed: | —-- 

Com si 22 DT 1733.4) 40535-1900 13.2 Totalor : 
OF eae LS herd 9.5 | 12.0 Gal average - 2 | 13.4 | 13.6 | 12.8 13.3 

Wheat. ..... 1 8.7 | 12.0 Bey / 8.8 || Summer tilled. . 3 | 27.8 | 18.1 | 13.8 19.9 

Totalor | | || Average of all 27 
average .| 4) 14.1) 11.0} 9.4) 11.5] plats.........- 27 | 17-0) ) 11:6 | 19:7 18a 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, | | 

ete. Nelot a per Fall Spring Disked| misted Sub- Green aa Corn | Small Sor- 
: plowed | plowed | (11 soiled |manured filled (14 grain | ghum 

(5 plats).|(4 plats).| plats). (1 plat). (1 plat).|(2 plats). G ille 
plats). plats).(7 plats).|(1 plat). 

Yields of grain: 
1912. -bush... 10.8 aK Sa le hea hea 15.0 1253 13.4 27.8 | 18.6 9.9 18.7 
1B 6 oe 8.7 11.0 11.8 | 7.2 6.3 13.6 18.1 11.4 8.3 11.2 
191422 do2-=2 9.3 9.4] 11.1] 6.0 9.5 12.8 13.8} 10.9 8.6 9.0 

Average.... 9.6 11.5 | 14.0 9.4 9.4 13.3 19.9 | 13.6 8.9 13.0 

Crop value, cost | 
of production, 

Walnet. 222-22 $6. 72 $8. 05 58 | $6.58 $9:.31>.|)~ /$1393) ]he2 bas) 4 eee ee 
Costa eo: 6.56 6. 09 -00 Tealys 14. 61 ay bests 0) ba Seas Fe |---+------|-------- 

Profit or loss... .16 1.96 | 5.05 1.03 | — .59 | — 5.30 2243. Veco dS Oe eee 

Having next to the highest yield and the lowest cost of preparation, 
disked corn ground shows the greatest profit, $5.05 per acre. Other 
methods that show profits are spring plowing, summer tillage, listing, 
and fall plowing. Subsoiling and green manure show losses. 

NORTH PLATTE FIELD STATION. 

The work here presented was conducted on the table-land of the 
North Platte, Nebr., station. The soil is of the type generally known 
as loess. With the exception of the humus accumulated near the 
surface it is practically uniform to great depths. The storage and use » 
of water is not limited by the depth of soil or any peculiarities in it. 
The development of roots is limited only by the physiological character 
of the crops grown and the available moisture. It is a soil on which 
maximum results from tillage methods would be expected. 
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TasBLe XIII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
North Platte Field Station, 1907 to 1914, inclusive. 

. Yield per acre (bushels). 
Treatment and previous ae 

LGR. averaged. 5 | 
1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowed: 
ROO YTIS cee ces ee Dit eK ON ZS. dey keto 7.6 0 6. 4 4.1 Ono 12.0 
(OYE Fi 2 RE a 2) | 26.3 27.3 16.0 6.8 0 4.7 ie3} 6.1 ible al 
PANN OAT see hee we sca: 1 2650) 27.3 15.3 6.7 Ob |enlilise2: 1.8 Dee ee 7: 

Total or average. On i2eo dalle veo" |p LSKO) ici Laa PRS Meee 6. 7 25 Osi 11L.6 

Spring plowed: | te 
Worst ees 1 2B |) PLEO A pele 5. 2 0 DA 15 5.0 10. 2 
Oats yates eK ve AL PAO Sealey salon 8.7 0 8.8 1.8 pO) 9.6 
\uil ates A Re Ta ee ae Tih 2455092257 1" 23.0 6.8 0/] 12.8 2.0 6.0 12.2 
Borehamt ofo 3... Le e239 oul le 20N3.alGs3 8.7 0 3.8 SER 5,2 10.1 

Total or average... Au S23 PQA en Lsed Tee 'ao Wig 2 (Be 22 4.6 10.6 

Disked: MeO os 
Regine eee oe Sul 24 voml e242: |) Slava aio 0 4.6 3.0 5, 1 10. 4 
Potatoes. 22222224 2% 1 oe ee ALAC ves tana (ese tese | isa rege et a 5. 2 4,2 6.9 5.4 

Total or average... 9 |.@ 24.5 024.2 |a14.5 | @7.3.)....5-. a4.6 ah al 5.3 10.5 

Summer tilled.........- Bi Miser ou Daria) |iiaaiGh| mista Cr wor nieudn N renshl bots 16.8 

Average ofall 19 plats...|.........- 2A), 20: 3 1) Lol Site oe 66.4 | ¢3.2 6.3 11.6 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF CosT. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average per 
acre). Fall Spring | piskeq |SumMer} Corn Small 

; Sorghum 
plowed | plowed tilled grain 
(5 plats). | (4 plats). | (3 Plats). | (3 plats), |! Plats).| (splats),| (1 Plat). 
SS ee EEE EO EEE 

2 jo oe SAN eee bushels. . 24.7 23. 1 24.5 28.9 24.1 24. 8 23. 5 
Ce ee aoe oe eee dose. 27.8 DANE 24. 2 41.4 25. 0 24. 4 20. 3 
TE ai ee an done: 18.0 18.3 14.5 22.6 16.0 17. 4 16.3 
Tae OEE ee age ree do dak 7.4 7.3 15. 3 Gene hae 8.7 
Ti ie: 2 ea ee do 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AES ae eee do 6.7 Mel 4.6 7.1 5.0 8.4 5.8 
TG Gh a ae Ne age dows 2.5 2. 2 3.0 6.8 3.0 1.6 Bie 
Ue Se Se era ee ee do 5.7 4.6 5.1 12.5 5.2 Gai Dae, 

AVCFALC: 2525 hoceek do 11.6 10. 6 10. 4 16.8 10. 7 Talal 10.1 

Crop value, cost of production, F 
ete.: 

WitliGese ses oe ect cece cc $8. 12 $7. 42 $7. 28 SANA 7s ley. es asl ies oleae eeibtoe ee eee 
MOSER ene Dee ees cecal oss 6. 56 6. 09 4.75 DSO tae sec ete rayere eee are antarerarere stay 

12590) 0) gaa ee 1. 56 1G 38 2nO3 26 eases 4. Soke eles sae asec 

a Average of 8 plats. b Average of 22 plats. c Average of 23 plats. 

Some of the results of the work of eight years are exhibited in 
Table XIII. Three of these years have been productive of good to 
heavy crops of wheat; in four years the average yields were light; 
and in the remaining year under study the crop was a total failure 
on account of drought, together with some damage from grass- 
hoppers. The general averages of spring-wheat yields for the eight 
years range from 9.6 to 16.8 bushels per acre, according to the prepa- 
ration and previous cropping of the land. A comparison of the 
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wheat crops raised on corn ground, oat stubble, and wheat stubble 
with those on spring-plowed or fall-plowed spowind after any crop, or 
on disked-corn ground as a preparation for wheat, shows no wide 
differences in yields. A small average difference in favor of fall 
over spring plowing is shown. Fall plowing of corn ground in prepa- 
ration for wheat appears from the returns of two plats so treated to 
have been considerably better than either disking or spring. plow- 
ing it. 

The one plat of wheat on spring plowing following wheat ie given 
an average yield of 12.2 bushels per acre. This plat is plowed shal- 
low while the others are plowed deep, as heretofore explained. The 
departure of this method from the others in yield appears to have 
been dependent upon the-seasons and is not consistent from year to 
year. 
Summer tillage for wheat at this station seems to stand by itself 

as a means of increasing the yield. The largest increases in bushels 
from this method have been obtained in the best years. After the 
first year of a period of dry years, which began in 1910, summer tillage 

has not been able, except in 1914, to increase yields or even, in some 
cases, to maintain them at the standard set by less expensive methods. 
While it is not shown in the present study, a much greater response 
to summer tillage is obtained with winter wheat. Consequently, 
in spite of the fact that this method has been productive on the 
average of more bushels per acre of spring wheat than any other, it 
will not find favor in farm management as a general practice for the 
growth of spring wheat. 
When the cost of production is considered, it is seen that the yield 

obtained by summer tillage has been enough to pay for the cost of 
the method. For the eight years under study it shows an average 
profit of 26 cents per acre. Fall plowing and spring plowing show 
profits of only $1.56 and $1.33 per acre for the same period. The low 
cost of preparation is responsible for making disked corn ground show 
an average annual profit of $2.53. 

While the spring wheat crop has been raised without much net 
profit, it seems that it might afford a market for the labor of men 
and teams and pay for the use of the land. 

AKRON FIELD STATION. 

The soil at the field station at Akron, Colo., is of a clay-loam ian 
locally known as “tight land.” It is eharactsrmccd in the native 
vegetation by a growth of short grass. As it carries in each unit sec- 
tion a considerable proportion of water available to the crop and as 
it offers no physical resistance to the development of roots, it is pos- 
sible to store in it a large quantity of water available to a crop. It 

1See Nebraska Experiment Station Bulletin 135. 
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is a soil on which maximum results from methods of tillage calculated 
to store water would be expected. 

TaBLE XIV.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Akron Field Station, 1909 to 1914, inclusive. 

Yield per acre (bushels). 

Number 
Treatment and previous crop. of plats 

averaged.) i999 | i910 | 1911 | 1912 1913 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowing: 
OU ae 6 oR eRe See 1 19.2 11.2 3.4 30.3 1.4 14.3 13.3 

ORISA ae SROH RE a ee 3 10.3 5.8 3.7 18.8 AG) 13.6 8.8 
Vin Ses So EF ae a2 10.3 6.2 el Tet) 7 11.0 8.0 

Total or average........-..- 5 12.1 6.9 3.1 20.6 8 12.8 9.4 

Spring plowing: 
WOOL Reet erent Sac he 1 20.8 15.3 13 26.5 6.8 18.5 14.9 
OT IS AES Se ele ee 1 14.3 6.3 oe 20.3 1.0 Dees 10.6 
\Wleaie Seine = SboC eee b2 12.2 8.9 2.9 21.3 4.8 22.2, Ips 1 

Total or average.......-.-.- 4 14.9 10.0 5 2227 4.2 20.6 1253 

Listed: Wheat............2...--- ii fale, eWay east Ply a oe coma eee [Tebo tal Mee ce 8.6 
Sapsouled: Wheat. < 22.252)... 5... 1 132 tay 15 16.0 nO 9.8 Wed 
eDSkod Comm co. sees eet tee 4 1525 11.4 Lee 19.0 2.8 16.7 lh) 

Green manured: = pat 
IRC oe De ee ee ee 1 14.7 G7 3.7 19.2 15 15.3 11.0 
IRGAS Biers ae eee ee oe ness 1 12.0 12.4 eee 20.3 5 13.3 10.2 
Sweet clover......--..------- 1 10.1 3.8 Se 20.5 3.9 12 8.5 

Total or average...........- 3 lvanlae3 9.3 2.4| 20.0 DB e133 9.9 

Summer tilled..................-- Dlcisia: | ioroly alee aoe ie von 2's 14.6 

Average of all 20 plats...........2|.2.20.0.2- 13°8) (Pr Geel a epee o0. 0 a Ol tee: 10.8 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF COST. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. (average . | _ | Green | Sum- 
: per acre). eee SPLINE Disked | Listed ee a- mer Corn pa 

P 5 Pp 4 i 4 : < an nured | tilled (6 9 
plats). | plat). (3 (2 plats) plats). | plats). plat) plats). | plats) plats) 

Yields of grain: 
WOOG Sees Se bushels. . pei 14.9 15.5 9.6 2, 12:3 18.4 17.0 10 
AQIOS TEED Cee ee dos: 6.9 10.0 11.4 (isa 5.5 9.3 IPB) 12.0 6.7 
ROI eee a Seale do 3.1 1.5 Lea 1.2 1.5 2.4 4.8 1.9 2.3 
ON eee aes ee do 20.6 22.7 19.0 fe? 16.0. 20.0 20.5 Preah 18.5 
TMS oes ae ese See ere do 8 4.2 2.8 PAM Ni) ISG) 9.0 oe 1.3 
1 2 Vi Wp Ra Rae Ae do 12.8 20.6 16.7 14.2 9.8 13.3 Pe 35 16.6 14.5 

PAV ETAD OM te one coe: 9.4 12.3 11.2 8.6 7.4 9:9 14.6 zal 9.1 

Crop value, cost of produc- | 
tion, ete.: 
\ 72) Th Gee ae ane ee eee $6.58 | $8.61 | $7.84 | $6.02] $5.18] $6.93 | $10.22 |........|........ 
WOSeE ee eee eee 6.56 6.09 4.75 5.55 el 14.61 LU SOS oesicseers Racetee nieve 

SProhtorilosse: st. 5: -02 2.52 3.09 BAe || OOM OS™ |—— obs DOr ln sereta Seal llne oni seiere 

@ Only 1 plat up to 1911. b Only 1 plat after 1910. 

The results of six years are available for study at this station. 
Three years have been years of good yields, one of light yield, and the 
other two of poor yields. 
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The best average yield for the six years from any one method of 
treatment is 14.9 bushels per acre from corn ground plowed in the 
spring before seeding to wheat. This is closely approached by sum- 
mer tillage, with an average yield of 14.6 bushels per acre. The next 
highest yield, 13.3 bushels per acre, has been from corn ground plowed 
In the fall before seeding to wheat. 

Disked corn ground has yielded an average of 11.2 bushels per acre. 
This yield is exceeded by nine-tenths of a bushel per acre by wheat 
following wheat on spring plowing. 

Spring plowing has been productive of markedly heavier crops than 
fall plowing, irrespective of whether it was corn, wheat, or oat stubble 
that was plowed. 

Furrowing with a lister and leaving the ground rough through the 
winter has given results practically the same as fall plowing similar 
stubble. 

Subsoiling has been done at the expense of a decrease in the yields 
every year except the first, when its increase over similar stubble 
plowed at the same time was only 0.9 bushel per acre. ; 

Green manuring has given about the same yields as land from 
which a crop was harvested. Of the different crops used for green 
manure rye has been the best and sweet clover the poorest, as judged 
by the yields obtained immediately following them. 
When the cost of production is considered in connection with the 

yields obtained from different methods, the arrangement as presented 
shows a profit of $3.09 per acre from disked corn ground and $2.52 
from spring plowing. Fall plowing and listed land both show merely 
nominal profits of a few cents per acre. Subsoiling and summer 
tillage show losses of $1.99 and $1.28, respectively. The high cost 
of green manure has increased the loss from it to $7.68 per acre. A 
more detailed presentation would show that the greater part of the 
profit from both spring and fall plowing was from corn ground. 

HAYS FIELD STATION. 

The soil on which the experimental work has been conducted at 
Hays, Kans., is a heavy silt loam. Penetration of water to the lower 
depths is slow. The very compact zone in the third foot offers 
marked resistance both to the downward passage of water and to the 
development of roots. While the evidence is not as complete as 
might be desired, it appears that the proportion of water that can be 
stored in the soil is comparatively high. 

The results of five years are available from the Hays station, the 
crop of 1909 having been lost through a hail storm that destroyed it ~ 
before maturity. Only two years have been productive of fair crops. 
The year 1914 has not been considered in computing averages. In- 
dications are that under ordinary farm conditions yields might have 
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been fair, but soil blowing on the experimental plats delayed seeding 
until it was so late that the crop did not produce grain. 

TaBLe XV.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Hays Field Station, 1908 to 1914, incluswve. 

Yield per acre 1 (bushels). 
Number 

Treatment and previous crops. | of plats §|————__ = 

averaged./ 1993 | 1909 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowed: 
aE Bee ag ek ka 1 BeOn| = 11.8 0 14.6 Darke | ote 6.5 
SUPUS 22 oe aie et ee 3 4.7 H 112.7 0 15. 4 DS Siler 6.9 
SWART EL Pe myer ears 1 4.5 H 9.6 0 15. 2 Pi Ya aes 6.0 

Total or average.......... 5 PONS Sealine ON ee ate cs 115u2 ACG Lad ate 6.6 

Spring plowed: 
RRO ER se teh Mere ee S55 1 1.5 H 10.3 0 8.4 TSH ee ese 4.4 
RURUS eee eee Sew Sas ve oe 1 2. 2 H 11.6 0 12.8 AE SP eevee 5.7 
Virsa: Ae ae er 1 2 st 7.6 0 11.6 AO} | See ees 4.3 

Total or average.......... 3 LE ee ee OSS aE ok oc 10.9 IIE I See 4.8 

Dated: Wheat... -..:..... is (Seeeor |. cere <|eeiissoy ||) cows | adaay leisy eau 6.7 
Pupsoued:s Wheat 2 25252.2..- 1 52 H 12.6 0 ILA DGB 3 lade est 6.4 
PMSKeUrROORN S26 on ole Lk: 1 Shitl H 10. 6 0) 16. 2 4. Sil s ebrese MeO 
Baminmen awed. 0s. ssl 8 PSL. 2 4.2 H Hse} 252) |e Lose sie eeriaere 8.0 

AVerare OGeilis plats. Jo5.2....|--2-22.<05 B eee ee Tee Jal ode ety DGnieaas see 6.4 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, ete. (average F | 

peraere). © | aly | Spring | pisces | rasta | Sub; |Sammer| com | Smal 
(5 plats).|(3 plats).| (1 Plat). | (1 plat).| (7 piat). |(2 plats).|(3 P!ts)-|(g plats). 

Yields of grain: 
NQURE Ss oepee Sto S 5 bushels 4.5 1.6 Sond, O52 5. 2 4,2 3.0 4.0 
POO eee ee oe do.. H H H H H H H 
BOLO eee os Fel cd do. . 11.9 9.8 10.6 15.0 12.6 11683 10.9 11.8 
Apu Ie Sere oe Se ss do.. 0 0 0 0 0 2.2 0 0 
(tt ee eee do.. 52 10.9 16. 2 11.8 12.7 15.2 gyal 13.8 
LW) S58 eae a do.. 1.6 1.5 4.3 1.5 13 15a 2.7 1.5 
HOLE Paes Sere COLES SOT As ees] | pales Pe oP eg ee a | ee Tome ae Weaclae Qo Wee erat | Pare ge ean [eee See 

AMCTA POSEN RES Noa as as 6.6 4.8 7.0 6.7 6. 4 8.0 5.9 6.2 

Crop value, cost of produc- 
tion, ete.: 

Walton teer, | seg en Phe. $4. 62 $3. 36 $4. 90 $4. 69 $4. 48 $5.(60b |: esensien dl aeacesee 
WOSToe eee eos noece hae 6. 56 6. 09 4.75 5. 55 Coir ASO! Nees satel neve eters 

IPTOHb OL IOSS- = 2 == <0 2 —1.94| —2.73 Swe SOU le — 2, 69) |) nds, 90l)| eee serer | Meena 

1 Danger ofsoil blowing on experimental plats in 1914 delayed seeding until it was too late to mature grain 
2 H= Destroyed by hail. 

The yields show very consistently an advantage of fall plowing over 
spring plowing, irrespective of the kind of stubble that is plowed. 
They also show wheat doing better after oats than after wheat, 
whether the stubble is plowed in the fall or in the spring. 

Very small gains have attended both subsoiling and opening over 
winter with a lister instead of plowing. 

Disking corn ground has been better than plowing it. 
The best average results have been obtained from summer tillage. 

The gain of this method over disked corn ground, the next highest 
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yielding method, has been, however, only 1 bushel per acre. In one 
year of fair production, summer tillage for wheat was done at the 
expense of a distinct loss in yield as compared with nearly all other 
methods. 

While the differences noted are of value as indicators, the yields 
are all so light and the average difference between the best and the © 
poorest method so small as to make them perhaps of little prac- 
tical moment. Considering the apparent impossibility of materially 
increasing yields by any method of tillage or management of the soil 
and considering a thing not shown in this study—the greater adapta- 
tion of winter wheat as shown by its higher and more certain yields 
and its greater response to tillage operations—it would appear that 
spring wheat has little or no place in the farm economy of this section. 

The only method under trial that shows any profit is disked corn 
ground. In spite of its low average yield the cheapness of this prepa- 
ration leaves it with the nominal profit of 15 cents per acre. The 
losses by other methods range from 86 cents for listing to $5.90 for 
summer tillage. There being less differences in yield than in cost of 

production, it follows that the least loss has been from the least ex- 
pensive method. 

GARDEN CITY FIELD STATION. 

The work at the field station at Garden City, Kans., is on a high 
upland. The soil is a light silt loam. With the exception of the ac- 
cumulated humus near the surface it is practically uniform to a depth 
of at least 15 feet. The development of roots is limited only by the 
depth to which water is available and the physiological character of 

the crop. The lighter character of the soil, however, makes it possible 
to store in each unit of it but a comparatively small proportion of 
water. This limited storage is not entirely overcome by the unlim- 
ited depth of soil. The results in storing water have been deter- 
mined largely by the limited quantity of water available for storage. 
In no year, under any method practiced, has the soil been filled with 

water to as great a depth as it is possible for the crop to develop roots 
and to use available water. 

The results of five years with spring wheat are available from this 

station, exclusive of 1913 when the crop was destroyed by hail on 

July 4. In 1911, which is included in the averages, the crop was a 

total failure from drought so extreme that it was not overcome by 

any method under trial. 
The yields so far from any of the methods under trial have not 

been sufficient to indicate any possibility of the crop being a profit- 

able one. Neither do the results attending any of the methods, 

which cover a wide range, indicate the possibility of sufficiently 

overcoming conditions by cultural methods to make it such. The 

work, however, has been of great value in the information it has 

— 
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supplied that may find application in the growth of other crops 
better adapted to conditions. The benefit of the stored moisture 
accumulated in the soil by summer tillage or other methods is 
usually seen in the increased growth of straw, but never has it 
together with the rainfall been sufficient to mature the crop of grain 
it has promised. This indicates the advisability of growing feed 
crops which can be saved and utilized even though they do not 
mature grain. 

TaBLE XV1.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Garden City Field Station, 1909 to 1914, inclusive. 

| Yield per acre (bushels). 
Number 

Treatment and previous crop. ory ute 

aged. 1909 }|.1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 ae 

Fall plowed: 
GEM see eee eee oc che ene 1 2.2 9,2 0 oes |) lst Sud 4.9 

CHS 2. oe oe a ee ee 3 1.6 5.1 0 7.5 H 8.0 4.4 
VILE Ss See ee ee 2 3.4 5.0 0 3.9 H 3.9 3.2 

Total or average............ 6 Dix Stahl letra aa GoShl haere 5.9 4,1 
=| | 

Spring plowed: 
MIDBH ee aw secretes cn ok otis 1 4.0 3.5 0 8.2 H (0) 3.9 
Oats Op Sc She Saetaes Cee aa ee 1 2.5 200 0 10.0 Reel 3.7 
ST MLOCEY Re oe Se a eae ae 1 PANE 2.5 0 3.95 1.5 129 

Dotalior average: -..-2.0 52. 3 2.9 Da Ora yeaah te Pap Trl (papers a3 3 

_ USE aha a oe i ee dees 3} 5.7 OUSe 0) eas 5.8 5.1 
STRUTS GHEE ee NE ee ee 1 2.9 5.2 0 (ll H 583 4,2 
IMTS @20 12 Of) atts ae ee a eae 2 1,2 5.2 ‘0 10.0 H 6.7 4.6 
Green manured 

A EE ee a ee 1 1.4 5.8 0 8.80 ee (0) 4.0 
“E/E Tighe AA ee ied ie ae 1 0.9 4,8 0 7.5) |. ed (b) 63.3 

Total or average............ 2 1.2 B34 laaeeorae EMSS heme (6) c3.7 

SpImnmer, Wied ss... 22.5 hse kc cee 3 a6 7.6 0 8.8 H 7.9 6.0 

Mverare or all 18iplats jo: ooo. SIL ee - 2.8 | Fs Cica e ar Rey: TSileeae es 5.6 4,3 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

ee values, = = discs aie mi : 
average per acre). a pring | pisked | Listed ub- reen |Summer] Gon oie 

eats plowed (2 plats).| (1 plat). soiled |manured| tilled (4 plats). 
plats).|(3 plats). (1 plat). |(2 plats).|(3 plats). (9 Earats): 

Yields of oes 
1909.....bushs.. 2.3 PEN) 1,2 3.2 2.9 152 5.6 Peat 2.5 
IES Gees dor... 5.8 229 5.2 5.7 5.2 5.3 7.6 5.8 4.6 
1 ae do. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 ae do. 6.3 (AY 10.0 11.0 76 8.2 8.8 8.9 6.9 
ii ps eae do. H H H H H H H H H 
AOE, oo do Sao 2.3 6.7 5.8 DOU sere omer 7.9 6.2 4.9 

Average...... 4.1 Bal 4.6 5.1 4.2 3.7 6.0 4.6 3.8 

Crop value, cost of 
production, etc.: 

SUE ors ors 2 crus $2. 87 $2. 17 $3. 22 $3. 57 $2. 94 $2. 59 Sr Allal Ase Mee aSnae 
WOSt se Sate et =< 6. 56 6. 09 4,75 5. 55 Us ules 14. 61 TET GOE aero k res Poe ee 

OSS oe oe —3.69 | —3.92| —1.53 | -—1.98| —4.23 | —12.02 | —7.30 |.-...--..|...-..-.. 

a H= Destroyed by hail. b Crop blown out. c Average of 4 years only. 
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DALHART FIELD STATION. 

The soil at the field station at Dalhart, Tex., is a sandy loam. 
In some respects it behaves hike sand. In other respects it exhibits 
the characteristics of heavy clay soil. Its water-holding capacity 
is comparatively limited. The crops appear, however, to be able to 
utilize its water to the depth of a normal development. 

TaBLE X VII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at the 
Dathart Field Station, 1909 to 1914, inclusive. 

T s] rs Nuniber Yield per acre (bushels) 

Treatment and previous crop. 0 SS SS ———SESaeEmemmaESoeT— 

averaged./ i999 | 1910 | 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | Average. 

Fall plowed: 
OUD pee yea oh a hs Gite il 0 1H 0| 1H 0 6.3 1.6 

OSA 3 Se Bae ee i eee 3 0 Jal 0 H 0 9.0 253 
Wiheath wet ceases Jac cceen sa 1 4.0 H 0 H 0 9.0 353 

Total or average...........- 5 Bil Ecrr-msrac eetesinints | netcetewineleerinerte 8.1 282 

Spring plowed: 
Cormeen oe wee eee ees 2 0 H 0 H 0 7.0 ANS 
URIS 6 eR eee eas Saas ceciiee se 1 0 H 0 H OF | eee 0 
WiTteabe Shs tone ao ke eee 1 0 H 0 H 0 7.8 2.0 

Total or average..........-- Pg poncarnd Soemcrod |ooateca ocanased |pSasbass 7.4 1.9 

Wistod=iwWihest- 2-2 2208 fol oles 1 8.8 H 0 H 0 12.9 5.4 
DISKO COIMee ee n=. eee cs case. 3 0 H 0 H 0 7.0 1.8 

Green manured: 
TO ee ne at: opt 1 0 H 0| H AeA Be eee a 

OAS Mem teene sors ssces se ete 1 0 H 0 H LO chee 3 

Total or average.......- Sac DR PER ABs (55 bGGaR GecospAad obascse Dal eeeeee 3 

Summer tilleds:-o-2+cc2ese eta 2 9.1 H 0 H AY | 13:5 af 

Acverapeiofall 16 plats. 2-20 so Sesc|-es eee TE cic) tee MGR era eee ree 2 9.5 2.9 
J 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF Cost. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, oa CRASSA Oe (eae G s Small per acre). a Pring «|, Diskeds | listed “| .go cea |e el eeeorn Tne plowed | plowed (3 plats).| (1 plat). manured| tilled (6 plats). grain 
(5 plats).|(3 plats). (2 plats).|(2 plats). (6 plats). 

———— SSS EEE EE ESS SSS ee SSS. ee 

Yields of grain: 
1900 eases see bushels. . 0.8 0 0 8.8 0 9.1 0 2.1 
LOLOP eS eee does? H H H H H H H 
BOM Sera aces do-~-: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AOU 2 eee seeise do H H H H H H H 
NOLS eee en Ss oly do. 0 0 0 ats SU 0 0 
1014 eee ceee cones do. 8.1 7.4 7.0 12.9 (2) 13.5 6.8 9.7 

PeAWCLaAgO. a. a.se oi Sees 2.2 1.9 1.8 5.4 183 5.8 ETE 3.0 

Crop value, cost of produc- 5 i ay 
tion, ete.: 
Wales 22sec arsceseetes $1.54 $1.33 $1. 26 $3.78 $0. 21 $4063: 222 css |seesnenee 
COSteet ee sens te oecene ae 6.56 6. 09 4.75 5. 55 14. 61 11. 50 save ce al bee eee 

NGOSS tee ec ian Smee —5.02 | —4.76| —3.49 1.77%) —14: 40) 7-44 oo ce ecole airs 

1 H= Destroyed by hail. 2 Discontinued. 
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Methods covering a wide range have been under trial in attempts 
to grow spring wheat each year since the station was started in 1908. 
Practically no success has attended these efforts. The crops have 
been lost by hail, drought, and soil blowing. In only three years of 
the six have any yields at all been obtained. In 1909, 9.1 bushels 
per acre were obtained from summer tillage and 8.8 bushels per acre 
from ground furrowed with a lister in the fall. In 1913 green manures 
and summer tillage produced yields not exceeding 1.1 bushels per 
acre. In 1914 yields were obtained from all methods except on those 
plats which were exposed to blowing from adjoiming fields. The 
highest yield of spring wheat yet obtained on the station was 13.5 
bushels on fallow in 1914. 

While feed crops and late-planted crops have been grown here 
with success, the type of soil represented on the station farm is not 
adapted to the growth of small grains under the climatic conditions 
that exist. 

AMARILLO FIELD STATION. 

The soil at the field station at Amarillo, Tex., is a heavy clay silt. 
It is of the type locally known as ‘‘tight land” or ‘‘short-grass land.” 
While the evidence is not as complete as could be desired, it appears 
that the storage of water and the development of the focdine roots of 
the crop are interfered with by a comparatively impervious layer of 
soul in the third foot. The soil above this, however, is competent to 
care for all the water that it has been Pe cinle to store, even under a 
system of alternate cropping and summer tillage. 

The results of six years are available from this station. The year 
1910 is not included; owing to a forced necessity for changing the 
location of the farm, the crops of that year were all grown on land 
uniform in its preparation. 

Following corn, where the fall plowing is necessarily late, spring 
plowing has averaged better than fall and exactly the same as disked 
corn ground. Following both wheat and oats, fall plowing is done 
early, and has averaged better than spring plowing. Furrowing 
with a lister has averaged better than plowing. Subsoiling has 
resulted in exactly the same yields as plowing the same stubble at 
the same time without subsoiling. 

Green manuring has been productive of practically the same yields 
as upon land from which a grain crop was harvested. Summer til- 
lage has succeeded in raising the yields in a marked degree, but not 
enough to furnish compensation for the use of the method necessary 
to obtain them. 
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TaBLE XVIII.— Yields and cost of production of spring wheat by different methods at 
the Amarillo Field Station, 1908 to 1914, inclusive. 

Number Yield per acre (bushels). 

Treatment and previous crop. | of plats |——<_ <_< _—_— ___ _ ———————————— 

averaged.| 199g | 1909 |a1910| 1911 | 1912 | 1913 | 1914 | Average. 
e 

Fall plowed: 
Comet ee ae aR eh ee Pl 1 8.5 OU Nine ee 5.7 123 0 LW. 4 
Oatseeae ee sae wnat ere 2 18. Oe we eee 6.3 4.3 12 9.4 5 
Wihleatin sis hese te Suh See b2) 14.0 2hS |e fone 10.0 8.5 LS SxS 21159 8 

Total or average.......... D eol2e5 ait erator 7.1 4.6 TA eel OFS 6 

Spring plowed: 
Conn ae mene stances 1 8.0 (0) aT ete 11.6 9.3 = OHleLOR2 6.6 
(Rat See Ee i 5.3 OP a) ..2tesie 6.8 6.2 we 3.3 3.6 
Wishes teen see aa nse ss oc tens cl} 16.2 Oras. see 9.4 6.3 0 11.0 7.2 

Total or average.........- 3] 11.4 ORs |s eae 9.3 7.3 2 8.2 6.1 

AIStEC eV Neate) sos <a o nce so 1 14.3 ee Bisset 12.9 4.7 155 11.0 7.4 
Subsolled:! Wheat. +2: 05.222. -: 1} 16.2 ct Oe Ses eS 4 11.3 4.2 Beye fe al Wars} 8.1 
DIskeds Conn! cs .ch ces fede one 1 8.3 One ales secs 12.1 6.3 1.0] 11.8 6.6 

Green manured 
AV Ore ise at cee oe Sa eclele 1 |, 145.2 CR Peoeleatsr rs 7.5 9.2 Qe Suliman 8.2 
IREASEES emcee Soe eee BS Pik 7/ Ove Eater ee 11.4 8.7 2.5 | 10.7 8.8 

Total or average.........- | D}t7a0)| too noe 9.5/ 90] 24] 112 8.6 

Summer tilled..........-.. oa BG | 16536 | 410, OEE 182741177628 5 SR oy 12.6 

Average of all 19 plats..........|..-------- 1 ERS i (ala A Paani CI cod Gates WN BE falar [bb 7.9 

SUMMARY OF YIELDS AND DIGEST OF COST. 

Tillage treatment. Previous crop. 

Yields, values, etc. mh ze “4 e Sum- | ; 
(average per acre). a ring Disked.| Listed Sub- reen “aa Gorn ete 

eres Biomed | (plat). aula): | eeeo te loin tilled (3 plats).|/ 82 
5 plats).|(3 plats). (1 plat). |(2 plats) (6 plats). (8 plats). 

Yields of grain: 
1908. . “bushels. . 12.5 11.4 8.3 14.3 16.2 17.0 16.3 8.3 13.7 
M909 So cat doves BY | 0 0 0 4.0 2.2 10.0 0 9 
1910. GO ean) once cee efacw nti ce ce|seeec se cslsmcsaemelecess = Seslliek semen] zich es. aye |e mt (ce | Ramlepena 
LOL ee do Gok 9.3 12.1 12.9 11.3 9.5 18.7 9.8 9.0 
19122 see do 4.6 1.3 6.3 4.7 4,2 9.0 9.8 5.6 5.5 
1OLS Eee do AG al 2 1.0 1.5 8 2.4 8.1 .o 1.0 
BR Sa do 10.8 8.2 11.8 11.0 12.3 11.2 12.7 A122, 10.0 

Average. ....- 6.2 6.1 6.6 7.4 8.1 8.6 12.6 5.9 6.7 

Crop value, cost of ee ahee 
production, etc.: 

Walugs terse $4. 34 $4. 27 $4. 62 $5. 18 $5. 67 $6. 02 $8: 82H esate cea 
Costet setae see. 6. 56 6.09 4.75 5. 55 7.17 14. 61 11.50 leo es eee epee 

WOSStRe cece —2, 22 —1.82; — .13 — .37 =1.50)| — 8.59 2568) | es nae ear 

a Location of station changed in 1910; records not used. ¢ Two plats averaged to 1911. 
6b One plat only to 1912. d Only two plats were averaged up to 1912. 

None of the methods under trial show the production of spring 
wheat at a profit. More profitable crops are produced from a group 
of crops not treated in this publication—the grain sorghums. It 
appears from the evidence at hand that the spring-sown small grains. 
are not destined to occupy a place of major importance in the agri- 
culture of this section, 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

In the preceding pages data have been presented and briefly dis- 
cussed separately for each station without reference to results at 
other stations. In the following pages some of the more important 
bearings and indications are considered from a more general stand- 
point. 

To facilitate this study, Table XIX has been compiled, in which 
are brought together for each station the average yields as grouped 
for this study under different methods of preparation. The figures 
here given are taken from the last column of the tables as given for 
each station. The yield and cost of production data are also 
assembled in such a way as to show the profit or loss in dollars and 
cents per acre for the average crop for each method for which it has 
been computed at each station. 

TABLE XIX.—Comparison of the average yields and profit or loss on the production of 
spring wheat, by different methods of tillage at 14 stations in the Great Plains area. 

Methods of tillage. 
Number Asics Biss ait oaths eke 

Statement of data. | of Beats oat ae aoe 4 4 
averaged.| Fa pring - ub- aha reen ummer 

plowed. | plowed. Lis) 3) Disked. manured.| tilled. 

um ee 

ns ae |S | EE | ee | 

Yields per acre (bush- 
els):1 

Judith Basin. .... 5 eel Qe, AAT 22.8 22.5 20.4 20.8 
PONBeY 2c. cee 2 20.0 19.5 18.0 16.0 22.4 22.3 25.9 
AS CU TTS) 100 0 a 5 15.3 EL = YN] casei | a MN ee 16.2 18.6 20.2 
Wiekinson.. 22... 6 20.1 1 Koo pal (haat TIN A ICN ASD 23.3 D282, Ded 
Bdgeley.: ...2=.-: 8 Tae} US ate car Via eral Se ed 16.7 17.9 
Hetiniver: 22. - 3 13.4 11 Fear lm |S cal | ane ga HOS 7 14.6 20. 4 
Belle Fourche. ... 6 7.0 6.5 7.5 6.7 8.8 9.2 11.5 
Scottsbluff ....... 3] 9.6 11.5 9.4 9.4 14.0 13.3 19.9 
North Platte..... 8 11.6 1 On Gi, | een eas |e ee ae OS Ay ack Boe ae 16.8 
CLOTS ee fee 6 9.4 1233 8.6 7.4 2, 9.9 14.6 
BETA Sete has a 3e 6 6.6 4.8 6.7 6.4 Os | eee ee 8.0 
Garden City..... 5 4,1 3:1 Bel 4.2 4.6 Sad 6.0 
10 PANO A ee 4 2.2 1.9 RA al ee etsy « 1.8 a3 5.8 
PEIMSTINO 2 et 6 6.2 6.1 7.4 Sit 6.6 8.6 12.6 

IR VEDA gO sie i si Ree gE 11.6 11.6 10.0 10.1 13.0 13:3 16.2 

Profit or loss (—) per 
acre: ¢ 

Judith Basin. ..-. 5 $8.91 $9. 10 $9. 64 $8. 79 $11.00 | —$0.33 $3. 06 
PHuniley.co.. 55-5: 2 7.44 7.56 7.05 4.03 10. 93 1.00 6.63 
Williston......... 5 4,15 Eas O aN Fah Sac a al Lie A ap 6.59 | — 1.59 2.64 
Dickinson........- 6 7.51 TARA VReseee er So Ee see 11.56 .93 eo 
Mdreleye ete). 8 4.15 4.7 O¥3 [asa ere a eto oe 7.64 | — 2.92 1.03 
Hettinger........ 3 2. 82 OO erica esac cat at kB 6.24 — 4.39 2.78 
Belle Fourche. ... 6 —1.66 —1.54 — .30 —2.48 1.41 — 7.17 —3.45 
Scottsbluff. ....-: 3 16 1.96 1.03 — .59 5.05 | — 5.30 2. 43 
North Platte... .. 8 1.56 1 Nl pe oe | | ee DNS? | ae eels . 26 
PERO be oo nk 6 02 2,02 47 —1.99 3.09 — 7.68 —1. 28 
[REDS deepal aoe 5 —1.94 —2.73 — .86 —2.69- An USS hese feos ei —5.90 
Garden City....-. 4 —3.69 —3.90 —1.98 —4,23 —1.53 —12.02 —7.30 
Wathart. ooo. 6 —5. 02 —4.76 Se TLL) pea oe ee —3.49 —14. 40 —7.44 
STTAT TO sir oe 6 —2.22 —1.82 — .37 —1.50 — .13 — 8.59 —2.68 

1 The averages of columns 3, 4, 7, and 9 are strictly comparable with each other; columns 5 and 6 approxi- 
mately so; column 8 is not comparable with any other, 
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Table XIX shows a rather natural division of the stations into two 
eroups. At the 10 more northern stations spring wheat has been 
grown at a profit by at least one method. At Belle Fourche the only 
profit was $1.41, from disked corn ground. At the 4 more southern 
stations the only profit realized from any method has been 15 cents 
an acre from disked corn ground at Hays. | 
When tests on fall-plowed ground following corn, oats, and wheat . 

are averaged together and compared with spring plowing following 
the same crops, the averages of the two methods at the 14 stations 
are the same for the years averaged. At only 3 stations—Scotts- 
bluff, Akron, and Hays—are the average differences greater than 1 
bushel per acre. At Hays the advantage is with fall plowing and 
at the other 2 stations with spring plowing. At most stations the 
average difference is too low to receive much consideration. The 
advantage of one over the other depends chiefly upon the season, as 
is shown in the detailed tables. The data indicate the importance 
of understanding the general principles that govern the observed 
seasonal variations and the importance of adjusting this work to the 
general economy of the farm organization. This subject is too broad 
to be considered here, and a separate publication dealing with it in 
detail is in preparation. The small difference in cost of the two 
methods makes relative profits and losses from them follow closely 
the differences in yields. 

Disked corn ground has given consistently high yields. This, 
together with the low cost of this preparation for wheat, has resulted 
in its uniform showing of the greatest profit per acre at those stations 
where it has been possible to raise wheat at a profit and the least loss 
at those stations where wheat has been raised only at a loss. The 
only exception to this is at Dalhart, Tex., where yields have been so 
low as to be of little practical moment. The realization of these 
profits depends, of course, upon the successful growth of corn as a 
general farm crop in competition with other crops. 

It should be borne in mind that at all stations disking corn ground 
as a preparation for all small grain crops has been done upon corn 
land kept free from weeds. If weeds were allowed to develop in the 
corn similar results should not be expected. To the extent that 
the weeds developed or were unhindered in their growth, the corn 
ground would approach a grain stubble in the condition of the seed 
bed. If the weeds matured seed, further damage might be done by 
their growth in the succeeding crop. Where moisture is the limiting 
factor, weed growth is decidedly detrimental. ; 

Subsoiling, as compared with similar wheat stubble fall plowed 
without subsoiling, has been of doubtful utility as a means of in- 
creasing yields. As a means of overcoming drought it is without 
yalue. Only at Judith Basin and Scottsbluff has it been able to 
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account for an increase of more than 1 bushel per acre. At Judith 
Basin the increase has been 1.9 bushels and at Scottsbluff 2.5 

bushels. This evidence from eight stations, some of which have 
records for study covering eight years, together with the evidence 
at hand but not here reported of other work on depth of plowing, 
which includes deep tilling and dynamiting, would seem to be con- 
elusive that the nature of the Plains and the trend of their agriculture 
are not to be changed by the simple expedient of working them to a 
greater depth than is reached by the ordinary plow and equipment. 

Listing wheat stubble instead of plowing it in the fall has resulted 
in a small increase of yield at seven of the eight stations where it has 
been tried. At Amarillo it has increased the yields in the years of 
heaviest wheat production, but it shows on the average a loss of 0.6 
bushel per acre at this station. As it is a somewhat cheaper method 
of preparation than fall plowing, it has consequently been a more 
profitable one. 

Except at the Judith Basin and Akron stations, summer tillage 
has given the highest average yields of any method under trial. At 
Akron the yield on summer tillage has been exceeded by that on 
spring-plowed corn ground by 0.3 bushel per acre. ‘The reason for 
the departure at the Judith Basin station from the general rule is 
discussed under that station. For the whole 14 stations under 
study the average increase in yield over disked corn ground has been 
3.1 bushels per acre. Summer tillage requires the use of the land 
two years to produce a crop and requires an extra amount of culti- 

vation to keep it free from weeds in the fallow year. It consequently 
has the highest acre cost of any method under trial except that of 
green manuring. A study of the relative profits and losses from 
different methods, as given in Table XIX, shows that the increase in 
cost of production by summer tillage has been relatively greater 
than the increase in yields resulting from it. With one or two 
exceptions the highest yields have been obtained by this method. 
It has not at any station been the most profitable when a profit was 
realized nor has it been the source of the least loss where wheat has 
been raised at aloss. At eight stations it shows a profit, but a smaller 
one than was realized from some other method or methods. At 
three other stations it has resulted in a loss while some other methods 
have resulted in profit. At the remaiming three stations its practice 
has increased the loss attending the use of less expensive methods. 

Green manuring is the most expensive method under trial. It 
resembles a fallow in that it requires the use of the land for two years 
for the production of one harvested crop, with the added expense of 
seed and seeding. There is a saving in cultivation during the spring 
while the crop is growing, but this is offset by the necessity of plowing 
to turn the crop under and is not sufficient to make up for the cost 
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of seed and seeding. Yields have not been commensurate with the 
increased cost of producing them. At no station have the average 
yields following any green manure exceeded those from summer 
tillage. At Huntley and Dickinson, the two stations having the 
highest average yields, small profits have been realized from this | 
method in spite of its high cost. At the 10 other stations at which 
it has been under trial the result has been a monetary loss, both ~ 
actually and in comparison with other methods. 

It is hardly fair to charge the whole expense of green manuring to 
the one crop that immediately follows it, as is here done. It should 
have a cumulative effect in building up the soil or remedying its 
deficiency in organic matter. The available evidence is that on 
normal soils in the Great Plains, at least in the first years of the 
work, little effect is shown on other than the first crop. This effect 
is that of a fallow to the extent that the green manure approaches a 
fallow in the storage of water during the period after the crop is 
plowed under. 

At different times and in different sections certain methods rer 
been exploited as the solution of the problems of dry farming. Each 
of these systems may have merit, but any and all fall far short of a 
panacea under all conditions. The observations and investigations 
that have developed these systems, or upon which the advocacy of 
special methods have been founded, have been altogether too lim- 
ited both in geographic extent and in range of time. There is 
always, too, the temptation to magnify the importance of those 
single years which may be exceptional, but whose results point 
strongly in the desired direction, losing sight of the fact that it is the 
average of a long series of years upon which the agricultural organi- 
zation and practices of a section are and must be based. 

The scope of the work in hand is broad enough, both in length of 
time and in geographic distribution, to overcome these objections. 
One fact conclusively shown is that cultivation is not an unfailing 

solution of the problem of drought. It will doubtless alleviate it to 
some extent, but can never fully overcome it. Some methods have 
shown consistent merit under some soil conditions. The same sys- 
tem when transplanted to some other environment may show little 
or no merit. With the exception of one year at one station the 
ereatest difference in yield between the supposedly good and the sup- 
posedly poor method has been in the good years rather than the bad 
years. This shows that good systems have more efficacy in augment- 
ing the results obtained in a good year than in overcoming the con- 
ditions of a very unfavorable year. 
A study of the data given in the tables will show that at some 

stations no material difference has resulted from the various methods 
of tillage used in preparing the soil for spring wheat. 
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On shallow soil, where the development of roots and the recovery 
of water is limited by underlying shale, or on shallow soils under- 
lain by gravel impervious to plant roots, one can not expect to get 
any material benefit from systems of tillage calculated to increase 
the storage of water in the soil. The shallowness of the soil will of 
itself limit the amount of water that can be stored in it. It may be 
that one heavy rain or rainy period will be sufficient to fill such a 
soil completely. After it has been filled to its carrying capacity it is 
obvious that no amount of cultivation will increase its water content. 
Crops grown on such soils are dependent upon seasonal rainfall. 

The soils upon which these investigations have been made are in 
the main fertile. In most cases they have been but recently broken 
from the native sod and in no case has the fertility been dissipated 
by long-continued cropping. Unless some abnormal factor enters in, 
such as hail or injurious insects, the yield obtained is largely deter- 
mined by the available water. Since the water available to the 
crop on shallow soils can not be materially increased by cultivation, 
and since on these soils water is the chief limiting factor, it is 
unreasonable to expect much increase in yield from one method of 
tillage over another. 

On uniform soils of sufficient depth to allow the accumulation of a 
surplus of water, wider variations in yields are to be expected from 

the various methods, under climatic conditions favorable to the 
storage of water. Such results have been obtained at several of 
the stations. The differences in yields, however, from different 

methods of tillage, have not been the same from year to year, even 
on the most responsive soils, but have varied with the climatic con- 
ditions. In some years comparatively wide differences are obtained. 
In another year the climatic conditions may be unfavorable and 
little or no differences in yield are shown. The rainfall might be so 
distributed that it could not be accumulated in the soil by one 
method more than by another. If only light showers came, or dry 
weather prevailed during the practice of some system calculated 
to accumulate water in the soil, it is obvious that little or no water 

would be stored. If the rains came later in sufficient amount and 
falling slowly enough to avoid run-off, the souls under all methods 
would be filled with water, which would tend to equalize the result- 
ing yields. If, on the other hand, little or no rain came and none 
had been stored, the results would be equalized in failure. It must 
be borne in mind that cultivation of itself does not accumulate the 
water in the soil. There must first be rain. The cultivation can 
assist only in getting the water into the soil and in preventing its 
loss through weeds, by run-off, or by vaporization and loss through 
shrinkage cracks. 
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At some stations the yields have been so nearly practical failures 
that it is evident that the growing of spring wheat is not a profitable 
practice. At other stations one or two crops show a profit, while 
the remaining ones are practical failures. They mdicate that the 
farmer may not find spring wheat profitable on the average even 
though some years show a profit. That a certain locality is not 
favorable to the growing of spring wheat does not mean thatit is not - 
a farming section. It simply indicates that soil and climatic con- 
ditions are not favorable to the production of this crop. Other 
crops may find their most favorable environment at such a place. 
Only one crop is herein discussed. At every station some crops have 
been grown that have given good returns. At the southern stations, 
for example, the grain sorghums have done well and should be con- 
sidered the main crops. 

Where work has been carried on for several years with no material 
difference in yield obtained from the various methods, it indicates 

that more freedom may be used by the farmer in planning his opera- 
tions. If spring plowing, fall plowing, or disking after some inter- 
tilled crop gives practically the same yields, the rational thing to 
do is to take advantage of this fact. It is desirable to plow when 
it can be done most economically for men and teams. If the crop- 
ping system includes intertilled crops and disking is as effective 
and can be done at less labor cost, it is advisable to disk the land to 
prepare for wheat. Unless there is a gain from some certain method 
of tillage or crop sequence, one should adjust the work from the 
standpoint of economical operation. The farmer can then give his 
thought to procuring better seed, keeping ahead with his work, and 
preventing the growth of weeds. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

These conclusions apply only to the yields of spring wheat as 
affected by the cropping and cultivation of the one year immediately 
preceding their growth. 

(1) Some seasons are so unfavorable as to result in failure of the 

spring-wheat crop without regard to the cultural methods under 
investigation. Extremely unfavorable climatic conditions can not 
be overcome by cultural methods. 

(2) It is only in those seasons when the rainfall deficit is so small 
that it can be overcome by moisture stored in the soil that the 
cultural methods under investigation have shown important effects 
upon yields. * 

(3) When the differences in value of the yields are less than the 

differences in cost of production, then cost becomes the determining 
factor. 
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* (4) Some soils, even in the regions of profitable spring-wheat pro- 
duction, show little response to cultural methods. 

(5) Reducing the cost of production has in most cases in these 
investigations proved a more important factor in determining profits 
than increasing yields by cultural methods. 

(6) Northern Colorado and Kansas seem from these investigations 
to be the southern limit of profitable spring-wheat production on 
the Great Plains. This limitation does not apply to winter wheat 
and other crops under investigation. 

(7) Disked corn ground has given consistently high yields. This, 
together with the low-cost of preparation, has resulted in its showing 
the highest average profit or lowest average loss of any of the methods 
tried at all of the fourteen stations except one. These profits are based 
on the assumption that the corn crop was so. utilized as to pay for 
the cost of its production. (If the corn crop was grown at a loss, 
this loss should be deducted from the profits on the wheat crop 
following it.) 

(8) Furrowing with a lister and leaving the surface ridged through 
the winter has resulted in a small increase in yield over plowing at 
seven of the eight stations where it has been tried. As it is a some- 
what cheaper method of preparation than plowing, it has conse- 
quently been more profitable. 

(9) The average difference in the yields of spring wheat following 
fall plowing and spring plowing are very small. At most stations 
the advantage of one over the other depends upon the season. 

(10) Suhsoiling has been of doubtful utility as a means of increas- 
ing yields. As a means of overcoming drought it is without value. 

(11) Summer tillage without crop has given the highest average 
yields of any method under trial at 12 of the 14 stations. However, 
on account of its high cost, due to extra labor and alternate-year 
cropping, it has not been the most profitable practice. 

(12) The most expensive method under trial is green manuring. 
It has produced less profit or greater loss than any other method 
under investigation. 
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